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Selectmen's Report 
The Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of the Poor of Wells, 
:respectfully submit the following report of financial transactions 
·Of all departments of t he Town business, for the .municipal year 
-ending February 2nd, A. D. 1925. 
The following is a statement of the money raised and assessed 
for the municipal purposes of the year. 
APPROPRIATIONS 
Support of Poor and other Town charges 
Common School~ 
High School 
.Supplies for Schools 
·Text Books 
Repairs on Schoolhouses 
.Superintendent of School's Salary 
Transportation High School 
Graduation High School 
Water Rental for Schools 
Medical Inspection for Schools 
Highways, Roads, ~ridges and Snows 
State Aid Road 
lndebtedness and Interest 
.Memorial Day 
Agricultural Club Prize Money 
'Traffic Officer, Wells Corner 
Goodall Note 
Hydrant Rental 
J oint Expense State Highway 
Sanford Road 
. Merriland Ridge 
Wells Beach Road 
.Street Lights, Atlantic Ave. 
Hydrants on Atlantic Ave. 
·Ogunquit Corporation 
White Pine Blister Rust 
Lights, Ogunquit Grammar School 
Jiydrant Ocean Ave. 






































Real Estate Assessed 
Personal E state Assessed 
Total Property Assessed 
Number of polls, 546 
Rate of Taxation .042 
Tax on Estates 
Tax on Polls at $3.00 
Total Commitment 
Supplementary Tax 
Total Tax for 1924 
SUPPORT OF POOR 
Order No. Name 
2 A. Hilton, cal'e W. Allen 
4· A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
5 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
6 J. H . Dunning, wood W. Bennett 
9 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
13 C. L. Maxwell, supplies A. Welch 
16 Mrs. Geo. Cole, board A.Welch 
22 A·. J . Littlefield, wood Mrs. Towne 
29 J. W. Gordon, medical service A. Welch 
36 A. Hilton, ca.re W. Allen 
61 F . E . Rankin, suppl·ies Mrs. Towne 
6'~ · A. J. Litt lefield, wood Mrs. Towne 
63 J. W. Neal, supplies W. Bennett 
65 Nichols & Co., clothing E. Pierce (1923) 
69 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
118 A. Hilton, care W. AlleJ?. 
172 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
174 R. S. Moulton, supplies W. Allen 
• 
183 W~ W. Smith, med·ical service A. Hilton 









































186 G. Trafton, renf W . Allen 
l 
198 J. H. Perkins, expense to Portland 
208 Maine General Hospital, care A. 'Velch 
210 A. Hilton, care W . Allen 
211 A. J . Littlefield, \VOod Mrs. T owne 
212 B . S . Wilson, board Smith children 
250 A . Hilton, care W. Allen 
253 H. Wilson, supplies Smith children 
254 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
273 H. J . Caine, wood· W.Allen 
276 M. Shute, care Ann Hilton 
290 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
295 B. S . Wilson, board Smith child1·en 
360 A. J . Littlefield, \.vood Mrs. T ovvne 
361 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
366 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
374 E. Eldridge, milk. W . Allen 
377 P. Raino, clothing E. Pierce (1923) 
378 P. Raino, clothing Smith children 
410 A. Hilton, care vV. Allen 
416 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
418 L. H. Brown, medical service W. Bennett 
459 A . Hilton, care W. Allen 
504 H. C. Wakefield, clothing· for To'.vnes fa1ni1y 
507 B. S . Wilson, board Smith children 
526 B. S . Wilson, board S,mith children 
528, A. Hilton, care vV. Allen 
575 R . S. Moulton, supplies W. Allen 
620 G. H. 1'Ioody, supplies A . Welch 
621 A. J. Littlefield, \vood Mrs . T owne 
674 A. Jlilton, care W. Allen 
690 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
695 W: W. Smith, medical service Ann Hilton 
762 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
764 H. A. Littlefield, care H. Boston 
·765 A. J . Littlefield, wood Mrs.Towne 
774 H. J . Caine, wood ,V. Allen 
783 A . H ilton, care W . Allen 
785 F. E. Rankin, supplies Mrs. T owne 
834 A. Hilton, care 'V. Allen 
839 B. S. Wilson, board Smith children 
877 A. H ilton, care W . Allen ' 
942 B. S . Wilson, board Smitl1 children 













































1.006 A. J. Li~tlefield, wood for Mrs. To,vnc-











































A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
Nichols & Co., clothing, l\ilrs. Towne 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
Mrs .. P. Annis, board Smith children 
A. Hilton, care w.· Allen 
A. J. Littlefield, wood Mrs. Towne 
E. S. Eldridge, milk W. Allen . 
H. C. Wakefield, clothing Towne family 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
R. Rosenstein, rent F. Cook 
V. G. F iske, medicine Mrs. Towne 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
A. H ilton, care W. Allen 
A. H ilton, care W. Allen 
H. J. Caine, wood W. Allen 
C. S. Underhill, medical service Mrs. Towne 
R. S. Moulton, supplies W. Allen 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
A. Hilton,. care W. Allen 
H. 0. Eaton, boa.rd and supplies C. Goodale 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
F. W. Nason, clothing E. Pierce (1922) 
J. W. Neal, supplies W. Bennett 
A. Hilton, care ·W. Allen 
G. A. Trafton, rent W. Allen 
P. Raino, clothing Mrs. Towne 
A. Hilton, ca1·e W. Allen 
F. E. Ranlcin, supplies Mrs. Towne 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
A. Hilton, ca1·e W. Allen 
H. P. Wood &Co., su:pplies F. Cook 
H. J. Caine, wood W. Allen 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
E. Eldridge, milk W. Allen 
S. H. Forbes, Fent F. Cook 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
A. Hilton, car~ W. Allen 
F. Bayley, coal W. Allen 
A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
G. S. Moody, supplies A. Welch 















































'" 1542 R. Moulton, supplies W. Allen 
1543 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
1546 A. Littlefield, sawing wood W. Allen 
1569 A. Hilton, care 'W. Allen 
1581 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
1531 A. Hilton, wood for W. Allen 
1585 V. Fiske, supplies 
1589 A. Hilton, ca1·e W. Allen 
1592 A. H ilton, care W. Allen 
1602 J. W. Neal, suppl,ies W. Bennett 
1603 A. Hilton, care W .~ Allen 
1606 H . M. Pickering, fare to Houlton 
Order No. Name- ~ 
1617 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
1041 H. Dodge, rent 
1626 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
261 Mrs. G. Cole, board A. Welch 
588 A. H ilton, care W. Allen 
1031 C. S. Underhill, medical service, tramp 
1584 A. Hilton, care W. Allen 
·- ---------
MISCELLANEOUS 
Order No. Name 
14 V. G. Fiske, stationery 
26 M. W. Clark, 'vriting tax list 
28 M. W. Clark, clerical work 
31 E. R. Clark, postage 
32 E. R. Clark, office supplies and telephone 
35 York Press Corp., town repo1·ts 
43 G. S. Littlefield, e:x:press 
45 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
60 F. E. Rankin, posting warrants 
64 Burroughs Adding l\1:achine Co., repairs 
94 G. S. Spille1·, bal. of com't 1923 
101 W. F. Cousens, auditing report 
120 P. Perkin s, ser vices annual meeting 
180 Loring, Short & H armon, stationery 
197 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
201 E. D. Perkins, supplies 
259 York Press Corp., printing 












































376 F. E . Smith, land damage Iron bridge 
451 E. Garland, services as Town Clerk and express 
452 E. Garland, recording· vital statistics 
502 W. J. Storer, 'vriting lease 
784 F. E. Rankin, posting warrants 
837 .E . R. Clark, office supplies and postage 
838 J. H. Perkins, ~elephone and postage 
1014 C. E. Clark, erecting booths 
1032 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
1045 J. Silve)..·, cleaning vaults 
1059 Loring, Short & H e.rmon, stationery 
l061· R. B. Seidel, legal services 
1063 Kennebunk Star, printing 
1069 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
1071 E. B. Stacy, painting signs 
1075 E. Pierce, removing rubbish 
1076 E. R. Clark, telephone and · office supplies 
1098 Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery 
1104 E . B. Stacy, hig·11\vay signs 
27 J. W. Gordon, services in Shaw case 
1157 V. Miniuitte, clerical work 
1158 M. W. Clark, \Vl'iting· inventory 
1160 J . H. Perkins, election· supplies and postage 
1161 M. vV. Clark, clerical work 
1165 ·Loring, Short & Harmon, stationery 
1166 N. E . Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
1303. C. E. Clark, erecting booths 
1366 A . R. Good\vin, removing auto wreck 
1374 H. A. Littlefield, traffic officer 
1379 L. Scott Roe, high~vay signals 
1411 C. E . Bro\vn, erecti.ng· signals 
1418 N . E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
· 1419 E. B. Stacy, road higns 
1422 Mathews & Stevens, leg·al advice Corp'n case 
1423 F. E. ·Rankin, posting warrants 
1492 G. S. Davis, repairing ·sidewalk 
145~ .. S. E. Littlefield, ballot clerk 
1516 M. I. Bayley, ballot clerk 
1528 G. Cheney, ballot .clerk 
1575 J. H. Perkins, telephone and freight 
1578 G. H. Littlefield, · expense, corp'n case 
1595 A. A. Richa1·dson, legal advice 
159~ H . Littlefield, clea·ring R. R. crossings 














































1598 S. E. Littlefield, clearing R. R. crossings 
1601 W. J. Storer, services as Notary Public 
1629 ·E. R. Clark, out of town expense 
1630 E. R. Clark, postage, tel. and offi'ce supplies 
1632 J. H. Perkins, telephone 
692 Lewiston J ourn.al Co., inventory 
1571 N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., tolls 
1588 G. R. Spiller , tax collector 
• • 
1448 Penn Construction Co., voting booths 
• 
1TOWN OFFICERS 
Order No. Na me 
J. P. Littlefield, services as t reasurer 
I: H. Stor er, services as school com.mittee 
H . A. Littlefield, services as traffic officer. 
F. S. Allen; -services as selectman 
J. H. Per kins, services as selectmall 














G. S. Littlefield, services a s school committee 








C. E. Clark, services as moderator 
F. S. Allen, services as selectman 
J. H. Perkins, services as selectman 
iE. R. Clark, services as selectman 
E. R. Clark, services a s selectman 
F. S. Allen, services as selectman 
J. H. Perkins, services as selectman 
E. R. C~ark, services as selectman 
G. Littlefield, school committee 
E. R. Clark, services as selectman 
J. H. Perkins, services as selectman 
SCHOOL ACCOUNT 
Order No. Name 













































8 W. E. Lane, on account 
39 W. E. Lane, on account 
.181 W. E. Lane, on account 
.. 249 W. E. Lane, on account 
36'2 W. E. Lane, on account 
482 W. E. Lane, on account 
583 W. E .. Lane, on account 
824 W. E. Lane, account 
874 W. E. Lane, on account 
~1030 W. E . Lane, on account 
.1047 W. E. Lane, on account ' 
1092 W. E. Lane, on account 
-1113 W. E. Lane, on account 
1172 W. E: Lane, on account 
1297 W. E. Lane, on accoun~ 
1168 Littlefield & Colby 
' 
.1162 D. Campbell 
-1415 W. E. Lane, on account 
'1486 W. E. Lane, on account 
~1522 W. E. Lane, on account 
·1577 W. E. ~ane, on account 
·1582 W. E. Lane, on account 
·1599 W. E. Lane, on account 
:1633 W. E . ·Lane, on account 
TOWN BUILDING 















W. J. Storer, insur~nce 
E. B. Stacy, painting and material \ 
G. H. Littlefield, insurance 
Cumberland Power Co., lights, selectmen's office 
H. P. Wood & Co., supplies 
Cumberland Power Co., lights, office 
J. Flaker, janitor service 
D. J . Campbell, wiring 
F. W. Sawyer, material and la·bor 
F. T. Rendall, material and labor 
A. Hu·bbard, janitor serviee 
• E. R. Clark, lia·rd ware 
W. E. Phillips, painting 















































792 Cumberland P ower Co., lights 
793 Cumberland Power Co., lights 
835 Mrs. J. Hill, cleaning 
878 G. E. Phillips, painting and material 
1005 W. Phillips, painting and material 
1035 J. Davis, labor 
1037 D. Campbell, wiring 
1169 R. S. Moulton, vvinding town clock 
1384 J. W. L Giil:d, supplies 
1416 D. Campbell, wiring 
1432 H. Caine, express and carting 
1437 C. E. Clark, labor 
1488 E. D. Perkins, labor and material 
1491 G. S. Davis, wood 
1493 J. Flaker, janitor service 
1515 M. Littlefield, janitor service 
1518 W. T. Smith, labor 
1523 E. Garland, coal 
1548 W. T. Smith, la:bo1· and material 
1570 R. H. Morrell, wood 
1591 F. W. Sawye1', plumbing and material 
1604 E. R. Warren, coal 
1605 · F. W. Bayley, coal 
1609 E. R. Warren, coal 
1627 E. R. Warren, coal 
503 R. H. Morrill, lumber 
508 J. Davis, labor 
BOARD OF HEALTH 
Order No. Name 
1136 E. Boston, removing fish, Wells Beach 
1137 C. E. Brown, removing fish, Wells Beach 
1138 A. Buzzell, removing fish, Wells Beach 
13 77 A. Buzzell, :removing fish, Wells Beach 
1619 L. L. Kimball, Board of Health 
•• 
1620 L. L. Kimball; Board of Health, extra service OD 








































MEDICAL INSPECTION OF SCHOOLS 
· Order No. Name 
30 J. W. Gordon . 
W. W. Smith 
C. S. Underhill 
OGUNQUIT VILLAGE CORPORATION 






Ogunquit Village Corporation, on account 
Ogunquit Village Corporation, on account 
Ogunquit Village Corporation, on account 
Ogunquit Village Corporation, on account 













WATER AND HYDRANT RENTAL ~ 
· Order No. Name (! 
71 K., Kp. & Wells Water Co., hydrant rental 
72 · K., Kp. & Wells Water Co.·, d·rinking fountain 
199 K., K.p. & vVells Water Co., hydrant rental 
200 K., Kp. & Wells Water .Co., drinking fountain 
.1301 K., Kp. & Wells vVater Co., drinking fountain 
1302 K., Kp. & vVells Water Co., hydrant rental 
1381 K., Kp. & Wells vVater Co., arinking fountain 
1382 K., Kp. & Wells vVater Co., hydrant rental 
1520 K., Kp. & Wells Water Co., drinking fountain 
1521 K., Kp. & Wells Water Co., hydrant rental 
1544 K., Kp. & Wells Water Co., drinking foun~ain 
1545 K., Kp. & W. ells Water Co., hydrant rental 
1587 K., Kp. & Wells Water Co., hydrant rental 
. . 
•· ' I : ' LITTLEFIELD . FIRE 
vQrder No. Name 
369 W. Hatch I • 




















' •' i 
~ 
·l I 
371 P. Tinkham 
372 E . Bridges 
373 R. Hatch 
13 
1495 F . Abendroth, cash paid R. R. fires 
MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES 
Order No. Name 
624 Emma L. Shaw 
Amount 
$150.00 
BOYS' AND GIRLS' AGRICULTURAL AND HOME 
ECONOMICS PRIZE MONEY 
Order No. Name Amount 
1178 M. W. Clark $25.00 
Divided as follows: 
6 1st prizes of $2.50 each 
4 2nd prizes of $1.80 each 





DOMESTIC ANIMALS KILLED BY DOGS 
Order No. Name Amoun~ 
1490 G. H. York, sheep $10.00 
TRAFFIC OFFICER, WELLS CORNER 
Order No. Name 
1163 J. Flaker 
Order No. Name 
1097 J. Gelant 
1112 C. Smi tl1 
1145 C. Smith 
1175 C. Smith 
1306 C. Smith 
1307 C. Smith 
1376 C. M. Hasty 
1380 C. Smith 
1420 C. Smith 



















ABATEMENT OF TAXES 
Order No. Name 
532 J . .DeReene, error 
1634 G. R. Spiller, abatement 1924 
WELLS FIRE DEPARTMENT 
Order No. Name 
176 J. Hatch, supplies 
444 Morse's Garage, supplies 
. 572 Spaulding & Deering, supplies 
1018 B. F. Bridges, supplies 
1039 Old Elm Garage, supplies 
1048 J. W. Dinsmore, supplies 
1064 G. Fenderson, supplies 
1066 SpauJding & Deering, supplies 
1067 A. H. Blanchard, supplies 
1068 H. S. Melcher Co., supplies 
1070 B. F. Bridges, supplies 
1078 W. B. Smith, fire extinguishers 
1105 Spaulding & Deering, supplies 
1171 B. F. Bridges, supplies 
1431 Wells Cor .. Fire Co., reimbursement for rental 
1436 J. W. Dinsmore, supplies 
1489 C. W. H. Moulton Co., supplies 
· 1529 F. W. Bayley, coal · 
1541 J. Dinsmore, supplies 
1616 F. Abendroth, freight and express 
1618 Spaulding & Deering, supplies 
WELLS BEACH FIRE CO. 
Oraer No. Name 
102 G. H. Littlefield, insurance 
, 173 G. S. Perkins, supplies 
443 Morse's Garage, supplies 
1011 G. S. Perkins, supplies 
1065 Morse's Garage, supplies 
1079 W. B. Smith, fire extinguishers 













































Order No. Name 
1 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
11 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
177 H. A. Littlefield,- care and food 
763 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
1038 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
1074 F. W. Bayley, supplies 
1375 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
... 
1485 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
lf>ov H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
1600 H. A. Littlefield, care and food 
ELECTRIC LIGHTS 
Order No. Name 
18 Cumberland Power Co., State road 
19 Cumberland Power Co., Depot road 
263 Cumberland Power Co., State road 
264 Cumberland Power Co., Depot road 
505 Cumberland -Power Co., State road 
506 Cumberland Po,ver Co., Depot road 
794 Cumberland Power Co., Depot road 
795 <..;um'herland Power Co., State i·oad 
1107 Cumberland Po,ver Co., State road 
1108 Cumberland Powei· Co., Depot road 
1109 Cumberland Power Co., Drakes Island road 
1110 Cumberland ·Power Co., Wells Beach road 
1426 Cumberland Power Co., Wells Beach road 
1427 Cumberland Power Co., selectmen's office 
1428 Cumberland Power Co., State i·oad 
1429 Cumberland Power Co., Drakes Island 
1430 Cumberland Powe1· Co., Depot road 
1530 Cumberland Po,ver Co., State road 
153'2 Cumberlana Power Co., Depot road 
1533 Cumberland Power Co., Ogunquit school 
1573 Cumberland Power Co., State road 
157 4 Cumberland Power Co., Depot road 
1621 Cumberland Power Co., State road 
1622 Cumberland Power Co., Wells Fire Co. 

















































WELLS BEACH SPECIAL MILE ROAD 
Order No. Name 
227 S. E. Litt lefield 
. 228 C. Brown 
229 C. Hilton 
230 C. Robinson 
231 C. Mildram 
23'2 F. Bridges 
233 L. Littlefield 
234 R. Ha~h 
235 A. Buzzell 
236 H. Littlefield 
237 E. Bridges 
238 H. Silver 
239 S. Mur1:?-Y 
240 J.' Bradley 
241 . A. Hilton 
' 242 R. Murray 
243 A .. Campbell 
244 W. Littlefield 
245 L. Allen 
246 P. Murray 
24 7 E. Boston 
248 W. G. Colby 
· 272 S. Litt lefield 
27 4 C. B1·own 
275 W. G. Colpy 
277 C. Hilton . 
278' L. Allen 
279 C. · Robinson 
280 K. Hill 
281 H. Silver 
282 A. Campbell· 
288 R. Hatch 
284 E. Bridges 
285 C. Mildram 
286 W. Canney 
287 H. Dodge 
288 A. Hilton 
289 F. Bridges 
291 H. Hilton 
292 H. Littlefield 
293 S. Littlefield 
















































296 M. Campbell 




297 P. Murray • 21.00 
298 J. Abbott, gravel 304 .. 20 i 
301 A. Buzzell 21.00 
J 302 E. Boston 21.00 
303 C. Brown 30.00 
304 A. Littlefield 7.00 
305 B. Hilton ;t 7.50 
306 F. Stone .. ·10:88 
307 G. Colby :- 42.00 
308 G. Tilton 17.50 
309 L. Littlefield 42.00 
310 E. Hutchins 10.50 
311 R. Annis 17.50 
312 J. Bradley 21.00 
313 R. Murray 21.00 
314 S. Murray 21.00 
316 C. Robinson . 7.00 
317 J. Judd 3.50 
318 P. Murray 14.00 
319 J. Bradley 14.00 
- . 
~ 320 A. Buzzell 14.00 
321 C. Brown 18.00 
322 K. Hill 10.bO 
323 A. Campbell 14.00 
324 S. E. Littlefield 21.00 
324 S. E. Littlefield 21.00 
325 S. E. Littlefield and W. G. Colby, gravel 214.00 
326 R. Hatch 14.0(} 
327 L. Allen 14.0(} 
328 E. Boston 14.00· 
329 E. Bridges 14.00 
330 F. Bridges 14.00· 
331 H. Littlefield 9.20 
332 H. Silver 12.25 
333 W. Canney 7.0(} 
334 G. Col·by 28.00· 
335 C. Hilton 14.00-
336 L. Littlefield 14.00· 
337 R. Murray 10.50 
338 C. Brown 20.00 
339 W. G. Colby 31.5() 
' 340 H. Dodge 7.0() 
341 y. Hilton 7.00 
·/ 
242 H. Littlefield • ·- f · - . ...... I • 14.00 . - -"";.:. . . • • ·J ...... 
, · ·"~ · 
:343 L. Littlefield ~ . . •• >", • 
iim -.._ 18.00 
:344 . E. Wormwool . . 22.50 ~ ... . . ~. 
.345 H . Hilton \ ~ ·'. . 14.00 . 
.346 C. Hilton . .... . • 18.00 :· 
.347 S. E. Littlefield ~'-f • • . 7.00 • 
-348 R. Annis " 14.00 ... h .~· 
_349 G. Tilton 
.. -: 14.00 
..850 A. Hilton 10.50 
..351 M. Campbell 14.00 
: • 
-352 T. Hanson 10.50 
.-353 W. Hanson 10.50 
.354 R. Colby 12.00 
.355 S. Murray 14.00 
.356 E . Hutchins 14.00 
.357 F. Stone 17.50 
.. 358 C. Mildram 10.50 
. 379 L. L. Littlefield 31.00 . 
.380 E. Wormwood : . 35.00 
•,I 
.381 C. Hilton 24.00 
.382 E. Bridges 10.50 
.383 E. Boston ' 10.50 
.384 L. Allen 3.50 
.q85 G. Colby . . .,. . . .. 28.00 
.386 P . Murray 10.50 
387 H. Silver 10.50 
388 M. Campbell I 10.50' 
389 R. Annis 10.50 
390 F. Stone .. 10.50 . . >, 
391 E . Hutchins . 10.50 ... . . 
392 W. Hanson .. 10.50 
393 T. Hanson 10.50 
394 R. Murray 7.00 
395 A. Hilton 7.00 
. . 
396 W . . G. Colby and S. E. Littletleld, gravel 63.10 
397 H. L. Whitehouse, gravel 59.80 
398 C. Brown 40.00 
399 s. E. Littlefield 15.00 
400 W. G. Colby 28.00 
401 H. Dodge 10.50 
402 G. Tilton 3.50 
403 C. Mildrani 10.50 
404 S. Mul'ray 10.50 
J . Bradley • 10.50 405 .. \ 
:1 
• ~ _ __.
' 
19 .-
406 A. Buzz.ell - : . 7 *- 10.5() 
407 A. Campbell 7~00 
. ". 
408 R. Hatch 10:50 
409 F. Bridges 10.50 
457 A. R. Goodwin 
. .:J1 
7;00 
458 R. Colby 12.00 
460 F. Drone .. 3;50 
461 P. Gagane 3;50 
!ti ·'-' 462 P. Murray : 3.50 • I ~ 
·' . 
463 R. Annis ,, , 3~50 
...... .. 
464 E. Boston - .. ~ . 3.50 
465 W. G. Colby 17.50 
. ~, 
466 W. Canney 12.00 
467 C. Hilton 12:c0 
468 M. G. lVIorse 10.00 
469 R. Murray 3:50 
470 J. Ryme 3 .. 50 
471 B. Hilton 3.50 
519 Wm. G. Colby 21;00 
520 A. R. Goodwin 14~00 
521 R. Murray 3.50 
- -522 P, Murray 5.25 
523 R. Annis 3.50 
524 W. Berry 1.00 I 525 W. Perkins 3.50 576 R. Colby 1s·.oo 
577 R. Annis 3.50 
578 P. Murray 3.50 
579 R. Murray 8.50 
580 W. G. Colby l0.50 
581 W. Littiefield, lantern 1.00 
582 D. Rand 8.8(} 
648 W. G. Colby 12.00 
649 P. Murray 3.5() 
726 J. A. Hill, hardware .70 
727 P. Murray 7.00 
728 W. G. Colby 24.0(} 
786 The Barrett Co., tarvia l _,033.80 
1115 A. R. Goodwin · 15.00 
1116 R. Hatch 8.75 
1117 R. Annis 10.50 
1118 D. Taylor 10.50 
1119 H. Silver '1~00 















H. Boston ·.~· ' ·~· · ~ · 
R. Colby 
. . 
W. G. Colby · 
H. Littlefield 
W. G. Colby 
H. Boston 
W . G. Colby 
H. Boston 
Standard Oil Co. 




H. P. Wood & Qo., hardware 
THIRD CLASS HIGHWAY 
' 
•Order No. Name 
625 S. E. Littlefield 
626 · G. W. Littlefield 
627 S . Bridges 
628 D. Taylor 
629 E. Bridges 
·630 J. Bradley 
631 R. Campbell 
·632 Archie Hilton 
·633 C. Hilton 
·634 C. Goodwin 
.. 635 E. Pierce 
' 
·636 C. Bro'vn 
637 F. W ent,vorth 
·638 d. J. Hubbard 
·639 H. Hill 
·640 C. Smith 
·641 F. Meserve 
642 F. Bridges 
· 643 R. Matthews 
I ' 
644 H. Silver 
I 
·645 R. H atch 
646 A. Campbell 
647 L. Allen 
'700 A. I-Iilton 
• 
701 1F. Bridges 
'102 S. E. Littlefield 
I 703 K. Hill 






















































~05 A. Camp,bell . ' . -.~1 21.00 l 
' 
I 
706 F .Meserve 21.00 
707 R. Matthews 21.00 
I 
I 




l I 709 
u 
H. Silver 21.00 




'711 S. Bridges 21.00 • 
712 R. Hatch It 21.00 1 
713 D. Taylor 24.00 11 f 
'714 G. Wakefield 21.00 .I 
•I 
715 C. Smith 21.00 I· \ 
•7J.ti F. Hanson 10.50 
•,, 
.'1 
~ 717 E. Porter 14.00 I 
•718 0. J . H uib>bard 46167 I l 
719 C. E. Brown . 72.00 I 
'720 C. Hilton 72.00 I 
721 E. Pierce 72.00 I 
• 
722 c. Goodwin 72.00 . I ' 
723 F. Wentworth 72.00 
'724 S. E. Littlefield 21.00 
725 D. Rand 24.00 
846 A. Hilton 20.22 
847 T. Hanson 17.50 
848 E. Bridges 10.5() 
849 W. Brovvn 3.50 
850 F. Wentworth 60.63 
851 C. E. Brown 54.67 
852 C. H. Hilton 60.00 
853 D. E. Rand 60.00 
.854 R. Hatch 14.00 
855 E. E. Pierce 72.00 
856 E. Porter 7.00 
857 A. Campbell 17.50 
858 R. Matthews 17.50 .. 
8
1
59 L. Allen 14.00 
860 H. Silver 17.70 
861 K. Hill . 3.00 
~ . 
.. 
862 S. Bridge s 17.70 
~ 863 F. Meserve 14 . .!70 864 G. W alcefield 17..70 
-865 E. Bridges ' 17.70 I ' • 
·I 
866 C. Goodwin . . ' ' 60.00 
867 D. Taylor 20.22 
' . ' .8~~,,,c .Smitl1 I • ' 14.00 





. -. .. 
869 R. Campbell _ _.1 · - · - 12.1~ 
870 S. E. Littlefield S0.00· 
908 S. Bridges 14.39' 
909 George Wakefield 14.39 
910 E. Bridges 10.89 
911 A. Campbell 14.39" 
912 T. Hanson 14.391 
913 H. Silver 14.39' 
914 G. Foucher 13.61 
915 F. Meserve 14.39' 
916 R. Hatch 14.00 
917 C. Smith 14.00 
918 A. Hilton 16.44 
919 lf. Campbell 14.39· 
> 920 R. Mathews ·12.84 
921 Leonard Allen 14.39· 
922 S. L"ittlefield 25.00 
923 F. Wentworth 49.33" 
924 C. Hilton 28.00 
925 C. E. Brown " 49.33 
926 E. E. Pierce 98.66. 
927 C. Goodwin 49.96: 
928 D. Rand 48.63 
929 E. Bridges 14.39· 
930 D. Taylor 16.44 
976 R. Hatch 16.72' 
977 G. W . Wakefield 16.72 
978 S. Bridges 13.22 
979 E. Bridges 16.72 
980 L. Allen 16.72" 
981 R. Campbell 16.72: 
982 E. Bridges 14.00 
983 C. Smith 14.00· 
• 984 A. Hilton 19.11 
985 H. Silver 16.72· 
986 F. Wentworth 12.00· 
987 F. Meserve 16.72' 
988 A. Campbell 13.22' 
989 T. Hanson ' 
. i5.1'r 
990 C. H. Hilton 12.00 
991 E. Pierce 24.00-
992 C. E. Brown ' ' \ 12.00· 
· 993 A. H. Smith 33.44-






'996 Mrs. F . Wells, ·gravel 151.20 
997 Wm. Collins, gravel 202.60 
998 c. Goodwin 12.00 
1042 George Lora 10.50 
.. 
$3,247.48 I 
S'.tAT~ AID WGHWAY I, 
-Order No. Name Amount I " 
. ' 
429 Berger Mfg. Co., culverts $36.40 I ~' 655 R. Hill 36.00 • 
·656 L . Sayward 36.00 
·657 W. Shorey 36.00 ~ 658 W. Canney 86.00 
659 R. Colby . •' 36.00 ' i 
660 W. G. Colby 21.00 ) 
' 
661 C. Steere 7.00 .. t; 
-662 W. Mathews 3.50 I~ 




' 1364 W. G. Co1by 24.00 
·665 G. Colby 14.00 _ ..... 
666 · H. Cheney 10.50 
·667 E. Dustin 10.50 I~ . . ·668 E . Goodall 7.00 
-669 R. Dustin 10.50 ;1 
-670 F . Field I ' 6.00 I~ 
" 671 R. Annis 10.50 \i 
.1 
.. 
'729 R. Steere 3.50 l' , 
730 54.10 J. West 
I '731 J. West 10.50 
I 
' 732 G. Littlefield 7.00 i 
' 
' 733 T. C. Grant, material 1.50 ' 
' i 
'734 W. Grant 15.75 ~· 
r 735 R. Gray '1.50 I . ' 
r 
f' 
'736 R. Gray 7.50 
·737 F. Gray 
• 
12.00 
'738 G. Colby 14.00 
,. ·739 R. Penney 21.00 
'740 C. Steere 21.00 
'741 R. Annis ' 21.00 
• 742 P. Murray 10.50 , 
'743 H. Mathews t ,.. • • 8.50 ' . 
744 F. Field 12.00 
'7 45 ~~H·utchins 
·t 21.00 / 
•/ 
746 . E. Hutchins 
747 H. Cheney 
748 W. Shaw 
7 49 R. Dustin 
·750 E. Dustin 
751 W. Mathews 
752 S. Murray _ 
.. 753 :A. Hilton - -
, .754 W. G. Colby 
755 " R. Col1by 
756 L. Sayward 
757 R. Hill 
, .758 W. Canney 
, 759 W. Shorey 
760 W. G. Colby 
761 P. M·urray 
796 W. G. Colby 
797 W. Canney 
798 L. Sayward 
7.99 Allen Hilton 
800 W. Shaw 
80! E. Hutchins 
.802 R. Neal 
I 
. 803 R. Steere 
804 W. Grant 
805 G. Col·by 
806 J. West 
807 W.Hatch 
so's H. Boston 
809 R. Gray 
810 R. Hill 
811 C. Ragan 
812 E. Goodale 
813 R. Neal 
814 W. Shorey-
815 E. Gocfdale 
816 R. Penney 
817 C. Steere 
S18 G. Gray, gravel 
819 R. Annis 
8'20 J. West 
821 P. Murray 
822 F. Field 
823 F. Hutcl>ins 
-... 
' . 




































































:826 R. Dustin 21.00 ' I. 
' 
.827 E. Dustin 21.00 t. 
.828 W. Mathews 7.00 I 
l 
.829 S. Murray 17.50 I 
.830 vV. G. Colby L 72.00 ( I 
.831 R. Colby • 72.00 
832 E. Hardware Co., hardware 26.09 
879 W. Shaw 14.00 
.881 R. Dustin 7.00 
I 
.882 R. Hill 34.00 
.883 F. Fiel 8.00 I I 
884 E. Dustin 14.00 
.885 L . Sayward 42.00 l 
. 
886 W. Canney 39.00 l 887 W. Shorey 4·2.00 I 
.888 A. Hilton 10.50 ' I 
• 889 S. Murray 10.50 .. J! 
890 W. Mathews 5.25 . ,1 ! 
.891 W. G. Colby 42.00 
.892 R. Co1by 42.00 
I 893 E . Hutchins 
.14.00 " • .; 
894 H. Cheney 14.00 
895, F. Hutchins 14.00 \ 
f. 896 P. Murray 10.50 I 
' .897 R. Annis 15.75 f 898 R. Penney 14.00 ! 899 R. Steere 14.00 
:900 E . Goodale 14.00 
.... 
901 A. Jones 3.50 
I' :902 J. West, gravel 32.00 r. 
' 
'903 W. Grant 8.75 
r 
904 C. Steere 19.25 
905 A. R. Goodwin 2.00 ' I 
1. 906 E. Hardware Co., hardware 8.05 ~· 907 W. volby 31.50 . ' ,
• 
t 
1049 L. A. Dudley, damage by blasting 37.40 
650 J . West, gravel 24.00 
651 J. Mu~ray 10.50 
652 F . Hutchins 10.50 
'· 
·653 E . Hutchins 10.50 
l 
·654 A. H ilton 10.50 
.825 H. Cheney 21.00 
$2,840.94 
26 
ROAD COMMISSIONER-SOUTHWEST DISTRICT 
Order No. Name Amount 
77 C. E. Bro\vn $16.001 
165 C. E. Brown 6.00' 
269 J. Judd 17.50' 
271 C. E. Brown 25.00 
270 C. F. Hurd 15.00. 
315 W. H. J ohnson 12.00 
413 R. H. Morrill, lumber 27.33 
419 C. Parker 15.75 
4'20 J. Judd 
-
10.50. 
421 L. Littlefield 10.50 
422 J. Emmett 24.50 
423 J. Ragan 10.501 
424 C. E. Brown 56.00 
425 C. E. Brown 36.00· 
426 H. Hilton 14.0(): 
427 C. E. Brown 22.50 
449 B. Littlefield 7.0() 
492 C. E. Brown i 15.0() 
'193 C. E. Brown ') 28.00 
494 H. Hilton 16.4() 
495 C. Bowler . 7.00 
496 H. Gray 7.00 
497 J. Judd 7.00· 
498 R. Littlefield 24.00 
499 C. E. B1·own 30.0.0 l 
500 J. Emmett 7.00· 
j 501 A. Buzzell 15.75 529 M. Littlefield 3.50· 
533 J. Judd 7.00· • :1 
534 H. Gray 3.5(} i 535 C. Bowler 10.50· 
536 A,. Gray 1.00· .i: 
' 537 E. J. Allen • 3.50· 
' 
538 C. E. Brown 24.00 
539 C. E. Brown 28.00 
540 C. E. Brown 25.00 
541 E. Allen 14.00 
I 
542 E. Allen 22.50 ' 
543 E. Boston 10.50 
544 G. S. Boston 3.00 ·' 
·: 
G45 H . Hilton 3.50 I 




.547 A. Gray 
.548 A. Buzzell 
549 M. Littlefield 
.550 R. Littlefield 
.551 R. S. Hamilton 
. . 552 M. A. Bourne 
' 
2'1 
.553 North E ast Culvert Co., culverts 
554 G. R. Machinery Co., supplies 
i607 J. Ragan 
:608 H. Gray 
·609 J. Emmett 
610 C. E. Brown 
·611 C. Bowler 
612 C. E. Brown 
1613 R. Littlefield 
614 A. Buzzell 
'615 C. Hilton 
616 E. Boston 
·617 J. Judd . 
'618 C. E. Brown 
.619 L. L . Littlefield 
·672 F. E. Kimball 
·673 C .. Hilton 
675 R. Richards, gravel 
<376 W. H iiton, gravel 
1677 L. Hilton 
.678 W. Hilton 
1679 A. Buzzell 
,680 C. E. Brown 
1681 J. Emmett 
682 J. Ragan 
' 1()83 E. Boston 
684 J. Judd 
'-685 R. Littlefield 
·686 C. E. Brown 
u87 C. Hilton 
•688 L. Littlefield 
·689 H. W. Whitehouse, gravel 
766 E. Hilton 
'767 . W .. H ilton 
'768 C. E. B1·own 
'770 L. Littlefield 
'771 C. Hilton 






















































773 A. Buzzell 
.. I 21.001 
• 
775 J. Ragan 21.00 • I I 
I 
776 J. Judd 21.001 J • 
777 E . Boston 24.00: 
I 
778 R.Littlefield 23.7& l 779 J. Emmett 21.001 
780 H. Whitehouse, gravel 165.75 ~ t I 
781 R. Allen 7.001 t ' 




840 C. E. Brown 42.00· 
J 841 C. E . Brown 30.00· I I 
842 A. Buzzell 19.25 j 
843 E. Boston ., 21.00· 
• 
' 844 L. Littlefield 42.00 j 
845 R. Littlefield 31.0()i f j 
931 C. Brown 59.24 I I 
932 W. Hilton, gravel 1.00- ! 
933 G. Phillips, gravel 30.75 • i 
934 H . Whitehouse, gravel 48.75 ' 




936 L. Littlefield .... 14.00 • 
937 E. Boston 17.50· • i 
938 R. Littlefield 14.00 i. ~ 
944 F. Mathews 14.00· ' 
,1 1007 J. Townsend 22.75· ( 
1008 C. B1·own 20.00 I 
1009 C. Brown 38.50· b t' 1010 E. · Boston 21.00 , 
1019 C. E. Brown 10.00• 
'1 1020 A. Buzzell 7.00 
1021 E. Boston 21.00· ., 
1022 C .E. Brown 40.001 I 1034 J. Townsend - 15.75 1036 C. E. Brown 7.50· 
1046 J . A. Hill 21.00 
' 
1052 C. E. :Brown, supplies 14.00· I ) 
1053 C. E. Brown 24.00 
1054 A. Buzzell 10.50· 
1055 C. E. Brown 12.00, 
1085 F. Kimball 23.30 /l 
1086 A. Allen 9·.20· 
1087 G. Boston 8.00· 
1088 C. Hilton, lumber 3.40 












ROAD COMMISSIONER-NORTHWEST DISTRICT 










vV. C. Harding 
C. E. Bovvler 
L .W. \Velch 
R. Welch 
0 . West 
W. W. Card 
J . E. West 
S. G. Murray 














- - - - -
531. E. J. Allen 
568 C. M. Hatch 
622 B. Ford 
6.23 F. S. Allen 
83'6 W. Carney 
872 W. C. Harding 
873 C. Bowar 
880 W. Canney 
945 W. Mathews 
946 J. E. West 
941 E. Hilton 
948 W. W. Card 
949 A. Hilton 
950 0. W~st 
·951 A. Ricker 
952 A. Hatch 
953 C. Dodge 
954 · M. Marsh 
~55 F. Gagnon 





























A. Gagnon ;i 
H. Simioni 
J . Roy 
F. Sayward 
C. Hatch 







0. West _ 





L. Wells . 






























17.50 I I 






























~- 1056 G. S. Littlefield 
f; 1057 J. E. Merrill 
1058 H. Hilton 
1., 1148 E. Allen 
[' 1149 W. ,V. Card 
· 124,0 H. E. Gray 
1305 F. H. Penney 
1439 F. S. Allen 
1440 E. W. Allen 
1441 W. C. Har ding 
1442 J. Gerow 
1443 J. Gerow, Jr. 
1444 E . Sa rgent 
j 1445 L. 'Vells 
:· 1446 W. Card 
1447 G. Morrell 
14'50 G. Allen 
. 1452 L. Goodwin 
' 1t' 1534 D. Crepeau 
1535 G. Colby 
1547 F. Gagnon 
1549 W. W. Card. 
, ·: 1550 S. Mur~ay 
1 1551 H. Siminoni 
1552 J . Roy 
;j 1553 E.H. H an scom 
1554 0 . West 
·;, 1555 G. Wakefield 
i 
- ~·· 
· ·1556 · G. S. W. Littlefield 
' 1557 R. Bragdon 
: 1558 J. West, gravel 
1559 J. West, lumber 
. 1560 F. Sayward, lumber 
· 1561 J. Gerow 
• 
; 1562 J. Gerow, Jr. 
. 1563 R. Colby 
: 1564 R . Colby, lumber 
: 1566 J. West -
·-. 1567 E. Allen 
; 1568 H. Perkins 
31 
1572 Hrs. S. J. Mildram, gravel 
.1593 .E. Allen 
























































'· i: 33 
. 
' ' ) 
I' 
\ ELDRIDGE ROAD 
: . Order No. Nan:~ Amount j, 
' 1193 W. G. Colby $85.00 
1194 H. Silver 28187 
,  1195 C. Brown 7.00 • 
1196 Wm. Shorey 80.00 
1197 0. Huibbard 117.00 
. 
1198 W. G. Colby 63.00 
) 1199 C. Brown 45.00 
I .1200 S. E. Littlefield 45.00 
1201 S. E. Littlefield 7.00 
1202 F. J ones 28.00 
I 1204 R. Hatch 22.75 
" 
1205 D. Taylor 31.50 
1206 C. Steere 28.00 
' 28.00 • 1207 R. Steere 
1208 C. Brown 86.67 
.1209 C. Roberts 80.00 
. 
l 1210 R. Colby 90.00 
I· 1211 C. Good\vin 90.00 
If 1212 A. R. Goodwin . 90.00 
:t 1213 W. Canney 80.00 
' I 1214 H. Boston 19.75 
r. 17.50 ,. 1215 F. Abendroth 
. 
1216 J. Gerow 10.00 I 
I 
I 1217 W. Kimball 5.25 
I • 17.50 1218 I. Whitehouse, 
1219 F. Cook 19.93 
1220 C. Robinson 24.50 
1221 C. Abendroth 19.25 
.1222 Ralph Gray 19.25 
.1223 R. Penney 19.25 
.1224 E. Goodale . 12.25 
l I 1225 Charles Hilton 45.00 
.1226 0. J. Hubbard, gravel 70.30 
1227 F . H. Bridges, gravel 83.10 . , 
.1228 R. Hill 81'.67 
I 
. I 
• 1229 L. Sayward 55.00 
11 ' 1230 W. Mathe\vs 24.50 
1231 A. Hilton 81.50 I 
' 1232 C: Mildram 21':00 I~ i 
' 1233· E. Boston . 31.'50 I I 1234 \ J. Green 81.50 I 
1235 ' H. Shibles 
I . l 28:00 I : I /,,,..- I 1 
I 





1236 E. Hutchins 31.5()i 
1237 A. Hiiton 28.00 
1238 R. Annis 21.00 .. .. . . 
1239 · A. Campbell .. ! 31.50 
' 
. . 
1243 H.:" Boston 
... 10.00 
1244 - W. G. Colby --
. . . 
. , 
. . . 50.00· 
1245 : W. Shorey ' .. 50.00· 
1246 Wm. Canney 
. . . 
50.00· 
1247 · A. R. Good\.\rin 50.00 : .. 
1248 L . Sayward 50.00 
1249 , Chas. Roberts 
.. 
. 50.00· 
1250 Chas. Hilton 37.50 
1251 J. GerO\.V 50.00 
1252 C. Bro\.Vn -36.67" 
1253 0. J . Hubbard 65.00· 
1254 W. G. Colby 42.00 
1255 S. E. Littlefield 
· .... 
30.00 .. 
1256 C.Brown 25.00· 
1257 · R. Steere 15.75 
1258 ; H. Silver 17.50 
1259 · R. Hatch t 3.50· 
- . 
1260 C. Steere 19.25 . I 
1261 C. Goodwin .)Q.00· 
1262 R. Gray 17.50 
. . . . 
1263 E. Goodale .17.50· 
1264 R. Colby 50.00· 
1265 C. Abendroth 15.15 
1266 R. Penney 17.50· 
1267 A. H ilton 17.50· .. 
1268 H. Boston 17.50· 
1269 F. Jones 17.50· 
1270 C. Brown 3.50 .. 
1271 0. Hubbard 25.30- ·' 
1272 S . Bridges 2.33 .. 
' .. 
1273 w. K imball 9.62' 
-
1274 S. B r idges 2.33 
, 
. 
1275 Melvin Campbell .. 10.50· . . . 
·- . \ •. . •.· . . . . . ... .. . . . 
1276 R. Hatch 15.75 
. . .. ' . 
-.. 17.50· .• I 1277 W. Kimball 
' . 
1278 F. H . Bridges, gravel ... · ... i>S.20· 
- . 
' 17.50 1279 I. Whitehouse \ , 
' 
: I 
1280 C. Robinson .g5,oo· .. 
1281 W. Mathews . . 17.50· .... . .. 
1282 E. Boston 1.7:50· . 
.. ' 
• •• t • . . 
.. . : 
, 





'l5 t· ·~ 
.I 
'I 
:s 1283 H. Shibles 17.50 .. .. 
' 
I 1284 A. Campbell 10.50 A J ,_ 1285 A. Hilton 3.50 
' •· 
. 
f' 1286 J. Green 14.00 
' l 1287 D. Taylor 21.00 
~ 1288 F. Abendroth 12.25 
:\. 
1 1289 C. Mildran1 7.00 I 
• 
1.290 E. Hutchins 17.50 
. 1291 F. Cook 3.5() 
' 1292 J. E. Brewster ~ 3.00 
' 
.1308 E . Hutchins 21.00 
l 1309 H. Silver 21.00 . 
1 
~. 1.310 R. Steere 21.00 
( 1311 C. Steere 21.00 ' 
• 
l .1312 C. Brown \ 30.00 
- 1313 S. E. Littlefielt . 30.00 
~ 1314 ' W. G. Colby 42.00 
1315 0. J. Hubbard 78.00 
1316 C. Goodwin 60.00 




' :1318 J . Gel'O\V 56.67 
1319 R. Colby 60.00 l 
' 1320 C. Hilton 60.00 
·1321 C. Roberts· 56.67 
J 
: 
.1322 L. Sayward 60.00 \ 




1324 w. Shorey 60.00 ~ 1325 w. Canney 60.00 . :1326 W. G. Colby 60.00 
~ \ 
1327 R. Keyes 10.50 
:1328 C. Brown 14.00 
·1329 S. Bridg·es 21.00 
1330 E. Hardware Co., hardware . 26.55 . 
1331 Berger Mfg. Co., culverts 135.20 
1332 F. H. Bridges, gravel . 117.45 
:1333 0. J. Hubbard, gravel 20.10 
1334 A. Hilton 17.50 
.1335 W. Kimball 21.00 
1336 M. Campbell 21.00 
:1337 R. Hatch 21.00 
1338 W. Kimball 3.50 
·1 339 I. Whitehouse 21.00 
~ 
I 
'1340 C. Robinson 38.50 
'1341 w. Mathews 17.50 
, //~ 
L_ _ ' ~ 
--
.36 
13~2 E. Boston 21.00 
1343 H. Shibles 17;50 
1344 A. Campbell 21.00 
1345 J. Green 21.00 
1346 _D. Taylor 21.00 
1347 F. Abendroth 21.00 
1348 C. Abendroth 21.00 
1349 E. Goodale 21.00 
1350 R. Penney 21.00 
1351 R. Gray 21.00 
1352 A. Hilton 21.00 
1353 H. Boston 21.00 
1354 C. Smith 21.00 
1355 S. Br idges 1.75 
1356 F. Jones I 21.00 
1388 S. E. Littlefield 25.00 
1389 A. Hilton 17.50 
1390 D. Taylor 17.5() 
1391 I. Whitehouse 12.25 
1392 A. Campbell 3.5(} 
1393 C. Bro\vn 7.00· 




1395 15.00 ' I 1396 C. Robinson 7.00- I 
1397 R. Steere 17.5(} I 
1398 A. Hilton 1.75 ' ~ 
1399 E. Boston 17·:50 ·1 
1400 R. Gray 3.50 I 
1401 C. Steere i0.50• f1 
J 1402 W. G. Colby 38.50 
1403 R. Colby 50.00 
1404 W. G. Colby 50.00· 
1405 E. Hutchins 17.50· I 
1406 H . Boston 15.75 ~ • • 
1407 E. D. Perkins, material 12.20 .i 
1497 H. Littlefield, clay 5.00· ~ 
1498 J. Porter 3.50 ·i 
1499 G. Colby 3.50- 1 
1500 V. Hubbard 1.75· • 
' 
150!.1. C. Davis . . 1.75 
150'2 G. Littlefield 3.5()' 
1~03 E. Boston 3.5(} l 
1504 M. Mathews 1.75 
.. 
1505 A. Hilton 3.50-
1506 E. Hutchins 
1507 A. R. Goodwin 
1508 .C. P ike 
1509 S. E . Littlefield 
1510 W. G. Colby 
1514 R. Colby 
1537 A. R. Goodwin 
1540 E . Boston 
3'1 
1607 Berger Mfg. Co., culverts 
.. 
BREAKING DOWN SNOW 
. 
Order No. Name 
17 F . Mathew:; 
20 A. Hilton 
21 A. R. ·Goodwin 
37 w. Canney 
4f F. Davis 
. 
44 G. S. Littlefield 
47 L. Ma thews. _ 
95 W. D. Perkins 
• 96 W. C. Harden 
97 W. D. Perkins 
98 C. Cheney 
100 E . Green 
103 C .. Cheney 
116 G. Stetson 
122 W. C. Harden 
124 W. C. Harden 
. 
125 D. Crepeau 
128 G. E. Stetson 
130 R. Newhall 
131 E. Newhall 
133 A. J. Cheney 
13.8 R. Welch 
13.9 E. Newhall 
. . 
140 R. Newhall 
151 M. Marsh 
1'52 B. Dodge 
157 J . Elwell 
l p8 A. Gray 
























































171 G. Tilton 9.00 
175 J. Green Ll.50 
1'78 E. Hilton .. L0.00 
179 M. Marsh 10.00 
184 S. Murray 13.50 
"187 H. Hilton 4.00 
188 L. Mathews 16.25 
189 R. G. Hatch 2.10 
206 M. Clarriage 2.00 
207 P. P. Hatch 1.00 
·209 0. West 6.00 
214 J. Hatch 21.54 
216 A. J. Cheney 12.00 
'217 J. R. Stevens 12.00 
' 218 G. C. Stevens 45.00 
222 C. Stevens 3.00 
223 G. Stevens 12.00 
224 O. P. Carnegie 6.00 
225 W. J. Welch 3.00 
226 G. E. Stetson 3.00 
266 L. M. Hilton 32.50 
267 F. S. Bedell 6.75 
268 C. Kowalskia 3.00 . 
363 F. S. Allen 24.50 
364 R: Colby 28.00 
365 H. Perkins 24.50 
367 L. W. Welch 1.75 ., 
-411 W. White ~ 1.33 .. 
.414 M. L. Storer 
. , 
3.00 
.415 C. Graves 4.83 
517 J. W. Reves 3.32 
' 
569 R. Hill 9.00 
· 939 W. Patterson 1.50 
. 104 H. A. Seavey 2.67 
105 P. Tinkham 2.67 
106 E. Hilton 28.67 
107 F. Bridges 4.33 
108 ' E. Bridges 
. 
4.33 
. . . 
109 L. Allen 1.00 . . 
: 
. 110 L. Bridges . . 1.00 \ .. 
. . 
111 A. J. Littlefield .. ft ' 15.60 
112 C. Bridges 5.00 
113 R. Caine 4.65 
114 A. J. Littlefield I I : .. : 3.90 
' 
89 
115 S. E. Littlefield 39.50 . 
117 W. J. Goodwin 35.00 
121 R. Wells 8.33 
123 B. Smith 
I 
21.00 
126 Laudholm Farm 64.50 
127 M. R. Clarriage 3.00 
136 D. M. Freeman 5.25 
142 C. Parker 5.25 
143 P. S. Spaulding 5.25 
144 F . Hill 6.97 
145 A. A. Whiting 10.92 
146 W. T. Wilson 1.65 
147 W. Smith 
"' 
2.34 
148 D. Clarr age 7.50 
. 
149 C. Hatch 10.50 
150 C. Dodge • 10.50 
153 C. Mildram 25.20 
154 G. W. vVakefield 25.20 I , 
190 C. M. Hatch 4.62 • . 
191 Fred Davis 6.00 
192 W. Card 6.25 
193 R. ~enney - - 13.50 
194 F. H. Penney 12.00 ! 
' 
195 E. H . Hanscom 20.30 " 
" 196 C. Hatch 3.00 ( i 
203 F. Hutchins 1.00 ' ~ 
204 W. Mathews 1.00 
205 H. Hubbard 10.00 ), 
213 L . C. Stevens 43.50 
215 E. Hilton 25.00 
.: 
, 219 G. Hilton 9.oo· ! ~: 220 L. Hilton • 1.50 
221 W. Hilton 3.00 
. j 
251 R. Gray 15.00 
I{ 252 . F. Gray 14.00 
255 9. Cheney 12.00 ~ 256 R. Gray 15.00 257 C. Mathews 2.50 ' 
258 H. Simioni 6.65 
359 .G. Colby 28.00 
368 :rt. Welch 3.50 I 




512 R. Chase 3.00 • 
570 R. Gray 6.00 
571 Ralph Gray 6.00 
·694 A. Savage 3.00 
33 F. D. Hatch 7.00 
46 C. York 13.50 
48 C. Jellison 12.00 
49 S. W. Buckler 7.50 
50 C. Hilton 8.50 
51 H. E. Gray 3.00 
. 52 G. Welch 6.00 
53 Fred A. Fuller 3.37 
,54 J. Reeves 3.00 • 
55 F. S. Bedelt 3.63 
.56 C. W. Jellison 9.00 
57 G. C. Hamilton 4.33 
58 H. 0. Littlefield 7.50 
,59 E. J. Allen 17.00 
·68 F. Huckins 3.00 
·7 3 G. Phillips 1.50 
74 E. Boston 9.00 
75 L. Boston 6.00 
. 7.6 C. Brown 42.00 
'78 D. Tufts 3.00 
79 C. H. Bradbury 3.00 
80 J. A. Gibbons 10:50 
-81 F. Littlefield 9.00 
83 B. E. Littlefield '• 29.96 
· .84· E. F. Watson 1.50 
' 85 A. Littlefield 7.00 
:86 C. Robinson .. \ 1.50 
'87 C. York 3:00 
-88 R. Littlefield 16:50 
"89 L. Littlefield 45.50 
90 J. P. Pooler 3.00 
.. 
91 F. Mathews 14.00 
92 · C. Mathews 6.00 
" 93 W. Mathews 6.00 
99 H. E. Gray f2.00 
·119 F. Huekins 3.67 
~129 I. Newhall 5:25 
132 V. L. Johnson '• 1·0.50 
'134 J. P. Pooler ,. l:;5o . 
• 
. : ' ~ . ·1~50 :135 D. A. Tufts 
,. . 
137 L. W. Welch 5.2~ 
141 I. Newhall 3.00· . 
155 G. Welch 9.0().. 
156 M. Sa·rgent 4.50 
159 W. Gould 4.65 
160 M. Littlefield 12.00· 
161 E. Allen 22.50 
162 C. Hilton 7.59 
163 J. Goodale 9.00 
164 L. Goodale 3.00 
R. Allen • 166 16.50· 
I. 167 A. Allen 24.00 I 168 R. Allen 16.50 • 
l;69 C. Jellerson 9.00 
453 R. Welch · 7.00 
518 A. J. Allen 3.50 
530 G. Hamilton 1.65 
833 F. A. Gray 18.37' 
875 H. Day 6.00 · 
876 W. Day 4.50 
260 J. E. West 86.00· 
1367 C. Moody _ - 6.00-
1368 G. Moody . 6.00 
1369 W. Moody 6.oo· '· I 
1370 J. Bresard 6.00· 
1409 A. Boston 8.00 
1410 C. Allen 
'1.00 
1449 G. Allen 8.00 
1451 L. Goodwin 6.00· 
1453 L. Goodwin 9.00 
1565 R. Colby 7.00· I 
' 1590 R. Bragdon 88.90 I 1610 Hrs. of A. Cheney 9.00· 
-1612 W. D. Perkins (1926) 3.50· 
1613 W. C. Harding (1926) 7.00 
1625 H. Littlefield (1926) 2.92. 
941 F. Sawyer 3~00 · 
' 943 F. Sawyer 8.00 ' 'I i I 
965 G. Wormwood 8.6'1" ~ I ' • I 1012 G. Hamilton S.00· • I 
1015 J. Gerow 48.16· ( 
1016 J. Gerow 9.00 
112'1 B. Cheney 16.5G • 
r 1128 H. Cheney 1.50. 
':i .. .._ ' ·1 I • 4 -
l // I 
, 
1129 H. Cheney 
~1'47 B. J ohnson 
82 C. Bradbury 
ROAD COMMISSIONER 
· Order No. Name 
375 - Berger Mfg. Co., culverts 
412 R. H. Morrill, lumber 
430 H. Dodge 
·431 E. Bridges 
432 F. Bridges 
,433 R. Hatch 
434 H. Silver 
435 R. Campbell 
·436 C. Mildram 
·437 c. Smith 
438 A. H. Smith 
.439 Archie Hilton 
·440 C. Hilton 
441 R. Wells 
.. 4·42 S. E. Littlefield 
445 S. E. Littlefield 
446 W. J. Goodwin 
. 447 C. Good\vin 
472 L. Allen 
473 S. Bridges 
. 474 E. Bridges 
475 F. Bridges 
··476 H. Dodge 
477 H. Silver 
-·478 A. H ilton 
479 R. Campbell 
•
1480 R. Hatch 
·481 C. Smith 
483 A. H. Smith 
·484 D. Taylor 
485 C. M. Clark 
· 486 S. E. Litt lefield 
487 C. Goodwin 
488 S. E. Littlefieid 
. ·489 W. J. Goodwin 






















































491 C. Mildram 
527 A~ Hilton 
555 S. E . L ittlefield 
556 D. T a ylor 
557 C. Goodwin 
558 S. ·E. Littlefield 
560 R. Wells 
561 W'. J. Goodwin 
562 L. Allen 
563 E. Br idges 
564 F. Br idges 
565 R. H atch 
566 H. Silver 
567 H. Dodge 
573 R .' Allen 
585 T. A. Chick, gravel 
586 c: Goodwin 
587 A. H. Smith 
590 E. ~ridges 
591 D. T a ylor 
592 S. E. Littlefield 
593 R. ·Colby - -
594 R. Campbell 
595 C. ·Smith 
596 C. Mildram 
597 R. Wells 
598 S. E. Litt lefield 
559 C. Mildram 
599 W. J. Goodwin 
600 A. Hilton 
601 L. Allen 
602 H.i Dodge 
603 H. Silver 
604 F. Bridges 
605 E. Bridges 
606 R. Hatch 
691 W •. J. Goodwin, gravel 
699 S. E. Littlefield, gravel 
787 G. W. Larrabee Co., hardware 
• 
788 R. H. l\'Iorrill, lumber 
I • 
789 N. E. Metal Culvert Co., culverts 
791 Kennebunk Hardware Co., hardware 
871 I. H. Storer 
























































999 S. · E. Littlefield 30.0() 
~000 G. W. Larrabee Co., hardware 12.35 
1001 C. F. Spiller 5.15 
1002 A. H. Smith 7.00 
1003 S. E. Littlefield 42.00 
10-04 C. F. Spiller 5.70 
::1023 T. Hanson 3.50 
1081 E. E. Pierce 27.13 
1082 C. Smith 1.75 
1083 A. H. Smith 
, I 
3.50 
:1084 S. E. Littlefield 2.50 
1150 W. J. Goodwin 2.00 
:1151 C. Mild1·am 7.00 
.1152 E. Goodale 7.00 
1153 R. Gray 8.75 
·1154 D. Taylor 7.00 
:.1155 Mrs. G. Annis, gravel .75 
1156 S. iE. Littlefield 20.00 
1177 S. E. Littlefield 28.00 
1180 F . H. Bridges, gravel 7.20 
:.1181 C. J. Taylor 3.50 
1182 c. Mildram • • 10.50 
:1183 W. Kimball 7.00 
1184 L. Sayward 5.00 
1185 R. Hill 5.00 
'1189 C. Hilton 5.00 
1187 H. Silver 7.00 ., 
:1188 R . . Gray 1.75 
1189 R. Penney 1.75 
-1190 E. Goodale 1.75 
1191 C. Abendroth 1.75 
.1192 R. Hatch 1.75 
1300 C. Allen . : 2.60 
1304 C. E. Clark 8.00 
~1362 Kennebunk Hardware Co., hardware 7.80 
. 
1363 W. Kimball • i1'. 3.60 . : 
• I 
..1364 
·. . . 
E. Hardware Co., hardware . . 4.00 
1386 H. Boston 1.75 
. . 
1387 A. Goodwin ... • 5.00 
• 
. 
. J.~08 . G. W. Larrabee Co., har~ware . . 3.97 
• 
1456 D. Taylor 7.00 
. 
1457 E. Ray •' 3.60 
1494 Berger Mfg. Co., culverts 85.20 




1525 R. Colby 
1576 F. H. Bridges 
66 G. W. ·Larrabee Co., hardwRl"e 
67 E. King, hardware 
- -
• 





























Support of Poor 
- Miscellane<>us 
Town Officers 
Domestic Animals Killed by Dogs 
Boa·rd of Health 
Abatement of Truces 
'• . . : . . 
. -






Boys' and ·Girls·' Agricultural and Home Economics Prizes 




150.00 Memorial Day 
Tramps 
School Account 
Ogunquit Village Corporation 
Water and Hydrant Rentals 
Wells Beach Fire Company 
Wells Fir.e Department 
Town Building 
Electric Lights 
Medical Inspection of Schools 
Blister Rust Work 
Littlefield and R. R. Fires 
Highways 
Wells Beach Road Special 
Eldridge Road Special 
State Road, Sec. 17 (Mer.riland Ridge) 
State Aid Road 
Brea·king Down Snow 
Third Class Highway 
Road Commissioner, Southwest 
Road Commissioner, N ortbwest 

























EDWIN it. CLARK, ;_ 
JOEL H. PERKINS, j 
FREEM.A:N S. ALtEN, '.! 
· Selectmen of Weils. ~ 
'f . . ~ 
I ·have examined the foregoing report of the Selectmen of the 1l 
Town of Wells for ·the fiscal year of 1924 . and find the same eor-
rect with vouchers. · · 1 • 
February 2l:st1 1925. 
.Respectfully, . 
WlLBU·R F. COU.SENS, 
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STATEMENT· -OF ACCOUNT BETWEEN ·OGUNQUIT 
VILLAGE CO·RPORATION AND TOWN OF 
· WELLS, YEAR 1~23-1924 
'Total tax committed to collector 
Abatements 





Total t~x per -commitment on inhabitants and estates · 
within 0. V. C. .$51,677._51 
Polls Ogunquit 270.00 




• I• • • . 
Per cent of total tax paid by Corporation, 47.06 
State tax - ·- $16,420.18 





Deducting above a:mount from total tax paid by Cor-
poration· 
Leaves 
Corporation is entitled to 60 ·per cent of $41,705.28 or 
Corporation pays Town: 
High School 
State Highway Maintenance 
Hydrants 
Four street ·and sewer bonds 
I·nteres't 















































REPORT OF WELLS FIRE DEPARTMENT 
To· the Citizens of Wells: 
I hereby submit to you the Third Annual Report of the Wells 
Fire Department. Since our incorporation May 10th, 1922, we 
have ans,ve1·ed to 66 alarms, of which three were out-of-town calls. 
The loss of these fires total $73,650.00, with a total insurance 
carried of $46,850.00. This year we have had 27 alarms (from 
Jan. 1, 1924 to Jan. 2, 1925) with a loss · of $14,250, and insur-
ance of $12,350. · 
We have at present in the department 20 members in active 
service; our equipment is in excellent condition, considering the 
length of time it has been in service, and at all times it is over-
loaded. This is something that cannot be helped as the apparatus 
is not heavy enough for the load that has to be carried at all 
times. We have had to purchase a new roof ladder to replace the 
one lost at the fire of June 6th, 1924. Our other supplies have 
been necessities such as soda, acid, ~cid-bottles, etc. We have 
on hand at present, 950 feet of rubber lined hose, ioo lbs. soda, 
8 gallons acid, 24 aci,d bottles, ·and 200 feet chemical hose. 
Our greatest handicap at a large fire is a Pumper. We have 
had the experience on several occasions wherein if the depart-
ment was equipped with a Pumper the loss from fire would have 
been depreciated from 50 to 75 per cent. I suggest that for better 
·· protection and less losses from fire, that Pumper of reasonable 
.price and efficient capacity be purchased in the near future. There 
is also a need of several hydrants as in some localities they are 
so far apai·t that in case of a fire there would be a _delay for want 
of more hose which would mean a greater loss of property. 
The following is a report of fires that the department has an-
.. · swered, giving date, location, description, name of owner, cause 
and loss : 
1924 
Apr. 16-Post Road; grass; D. F. Rand; bonfire; none. 
Apr. 16-Maryland Ridge; grass and barn; Abbie Littlefield; bon-
. fire; $3500. 
Apr. 27-Kennebunk; out of town call; woods. 
May 5-Post Road; grass; F. E. Rankin; bon1lre; none. 
May &-Depot, B. & M.; woods; C. Cobb; unknown; none. 
J .une 7-Rear Depot R'd; bungalow; M. Blunt; defective chimney; 
$2000. 
' June 7-Depot Road; wood dwelling and ~; Jennie Mildrams 




. - . 
June ·1~~ord Road; ·woods; W. C. Brown and M . . R. Clarra~;, 
sparks from locomotive; none. 
July 4 Sanford Road; wood dwelling; Francis N·ichols; ·unknown; 
. $5500. 
July 19-Depot Road; wood depot; Boston & Maine. R. R.; ·sparks 
from locomotive; $800. 
July 30-York Ha1~b.or; out of town call. 
Aug. 2-Depot Road; grass; Boston & Maine R. R.; spa·rks :from 
locomotive; none. 
-. 
Aug. 10-Sanf ord R9ad; false alarm. 
Aug. 10-N o. Berwick Road; woods; E. Allen; unknown; none. 
Aug. 10-No. Berwick Road; wood~; E. Allen; sta~d anew; ·no~. 
Sept: 8-Shore Road; Ogunquit Hotel; N. P. M. Jaeobs; defective 
chimney. 
Sept. 14 Post Road; wood building; A. A. Allen; exploSion of 
oil stove; $500. · , 
~· 
Sept.· 25-No. Berwick · Road; wood· barns; F. Sher.burne; un-
. . 
known; $3900. . 
Oct. 14 Beach Road,\ Eldridge Corner; grass; H. Ridley; bonti:?e; . 
none. 
Oct. 23-~anf ord Road; woods; . R. Annis; sparks :from locomotive. · 
Oct. 31-No. Berwick Road; woods; B. Littlefield; ·sparks from 
locomotive. 
Nov.· 7-0gunquit Beach; wood store and dwelling; Patti~ J . 
Casey; unknown. · 
Dec. 28-Post Road; wood dwelling; Frank Higgins; unknown; 
$900. 




Jan. 2-Depot Road; wood dwelling; H. Caine; overheated Stove; 
none. 
Jan 12-Sanford Road; wood dwelling; Matthews; overheated 
stove; none. 
In closing I desire to thank the members of the department, aJso 
the citizens of the Town who have aided us at the above fires. 
Respectfully submitted, 
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.REPORT OF THE WELLS BEACH HOSE COMP ANY 
'To the Citizens of Wells: 
. In submitting my report ·of the year 1924, I would say that 
we. l1a ve not been as fortunate in regards to fire as in year s past, 
·having · been . called sixteen times. Most of them, ho\vever, were 
"brush and chimney fires. On Nov. 7 the . Casey House was burned 
.at Ogunquit Pines, the first house \Ve have lost since the Hose 
Colnpany was organized 15 years ago on Wells B'each, a record 
.any company may feel proud of. During the year the cost of the 
-department has been more than in past years on account of a 
ne\v battery, spot lights, and other things we had to have. I 
.have tried ~ get a long as cheap as \Ve could and have only gotten 
·what was needed. For the past t\vo years the To\vp has voted 
·to have the waterpipe extended on Atlantic Avenue and install two 
more hydrants ; a lso one more between Mr s. C~ 0. Littlefield's and 
·t l1e ~ottage of the late J . A. Hayes. There has been nothing done. 
Now it seems a s if the To,vn and Water District are making a sad 
.mistake a s there are over 100 cottages beyond the last hydrant 
.and the river that are not protected. If a fire ever starts at that 
I • • 
·end of the beach and the \Vind is right nothing will stop it. 
Thanking the citizens and t he company for their help, and wish-
.ing them the J:>est of success. 
Respectfully, 
E. B. STUDLEY, Ex-Chief. 
REPORT OF WHITE PINE BLISTER RUST WORK 
TOWN OF WELLS 1924 
'Cost to owners who destroyed currant and gooseberry 
bushes 
Cost to Government a nd State in Wells 
Cost to Town, C. Smith and C. M. H asty 
Number of owners a ssisted by Smith and Hasty 
. ~umb~r of currant and g·ooseberry bushes pµlled 
Number of acres on which bushes were destroyed 
Number of acres examined by Government and State 
employees, -Lo.mbard, R. Vol. Hasty : and T al'box 
Number of acres found free of currant and 'gooseberry 
bushes · 
Number of acres on wh·icl1 bushes we1·e found but not yet 
destroyed 










Examining land, 18,000 acres at a cost of $356.40 
Pulling bushes, 423 ac1·es at cost of $376.00 
2c per acre 














JOSEPH P. LITTLEFIELD, Treasurer 
In account \vith the Town of Wells 
. . . 
. . 1,· . ·. _,. . ·. 
. 
. . • • . , ., I • :· t • , 
. . . . 
Cash on h~nd _ . . . . . . . . .. I • 
Recd. from· H. P. Wooq & Harry· .:a.a.yes~ . ~ent ,. 
Recd. from F. L. Clark; rent .... I•.: I ·.: .. ••• : .• 
Recd. from Ralph Parker, :r.ent . · 1_ •• • • •• • • • 
. . . . \ ' . . . .. . 
Recd. from C. E. West, rent tow:p.. ,lµiU... . . ... J. ,. 
Recd. from F. W. Bayley, for. l!eni . ~o,v.n ,lia1.1 to Grange 
• I • ' { • • • t 
Recd. from Joel H. Perkins, for . i:~pt town, , hall .. . · 
· · ''···' ··' .... Recd. from E. R. Clark, for ~·ent t9W:P:. hall , 
Recd. from. Geo. R. Spiller, .on a~ct._ .~ax~$. 1923 .· 
. I· • • • I • . • . • . 
Recd. from Geo. R. Spiller, OJ?: . ~cct . . !axes 192. ·~· 













Mar. 16, 1924 ... ? ... · : . · · .. : 01 ·• . , :. _.. · .. , .15,00010() 
Recd. from I York County Trust . c~., nqt.e; ~-a~d . : . . . .. 
April 16, 1924 . , . . .. . 1 ,5,000.00: 
Recd. fro~ York County Trust. aq:, . ~~t~ . qated 
May 29, 19~~ . . . : . . . _, . . ... · . . : 
Recd. from York County T~st C~., ·i1o.te Q.~~ ... ~.· . 
. . . ) . " . . . 
. Sept. 16, 1924 . . 5,000.00· 
Recd. from Florence E. Trafton for tax deed .... : ., . 36."15· 




. . . 
Recd. from . J. $. Burrows, for tax deed 49_.68. · 
Recd. f.rom F·: B. Emery, for tax deed 14:83 
Recd. from C. · S. Seavey, for tax deed 28.60• 
Recd. from G. R. Spiller, for tax deed 10.15· 
Reca. from R. P. Hanscom, for tax deed 10. 75· 
Recd. from R. P. Littlefield, for tax deed 32~25· 
Recd. from. J. B. Clark, for tax deed 188:05 
Recd. from A. H. Smith, for tax deed 93.17. 
Recd. from F. E. Rankin, rebate 0. Wambly· case·· ~.00· 
Recd. from Harry Littlefield, for tarvia 20.001 
Recd. from Paul E. Runnells, for tarvia 12.00• 
Recd. irom John M. Davis, for tarvia 10.00' 
Recd. from Island Ledge Casino, for tarvia 54.00· 
Recd. from Andrew Clogston 73..00• 
Recd. from Joel H. Perkins, for lumber sold at Wells Beacli 10.00· 
Recd . . from E. Garland, dog tax 170.9& 
Recd. from B. & M. R. R., acct. fire 85.50· 
Recd. from B. & M. R. R., repairing driveway to station 25.25-
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52 
:Recd. from Geo. H. Littlefield, Ins. on Wells Beach 
.. . ' · ~ 
Fire Truck · · ·. 
Recd. f1·om State of Maine, pensions 
. .. . 




.Recd. from State of Maine, tax on bank stoek 
Recd. from State of Maine, Bridge loan fund 
:Recd. from .State of Maine, improvement State Roads 
:Recd. from State of Maine, Highway Dept. , 
Recd. from State of Maine, Support of Paupers 
:Re'cd. from State of Maine, School Fund' 
:Recd. from State of Maine, R. R. & Tel. Tax 
.Recd. from State of Maine, Public Utilities Com. 
. . . 
.Recd. from To\vn of Sanford, school Tuition 
.. . . . 
:Recd. from Ocean National Barik, Int. on Deposits 
·Rec·d. from H . F. ~~Ve?, auctioneer's license 
·Recd. from E. Krinsky, pe~dlars license 
:Recd.from J oel H. Perkins, peddlars' licenses 
Recd. from George Spiller, peddlars' license 
Recd. from Island Ledge Casino, license 
:Recd. from E. R. Crotty, pool room license, one. month 
:Recd. from C. H. Goodwin, pool room license 
"Recd. ·from W . M. P erkin s, pool room license . 
:Recd. from Le Boffe1 moving picture license 
R ecd. from J oel H. Perkins', pool room license 
• 
Total receipts 
JOSEPH P. LITTLEFIELD, Treasurer 
In account with the Town of Wells 
Paid Town orders dra\vn by Selectmen i~ 1924 
Paid Town orders drawn by Selectmen in 1923 
P aid .l·own orders dra,vn by Selectmen in 1925 
Paid Coupons from Town Bonds 
Paid Bonds 
Paid Notes 
Paid Interest on Notes 
· Paid State Tax 
Paid County ['ax 
Paid Pensions . 
Pafel Loring, Short & Harmon for order boo~ 






































Paid Wells Beach Fire Dept., insurance on truck 
Paid John ~· D~vis, land damage 
Paid Wm. J. Storer, tax title deed redeemed by Smith 
Paid Chas . N. Smith, tax title deed redeemed 
Paid On account of note at York County Trust 
' Company · (see note) 
Cash on deposit at· Ocean National Bank 









NOTE-Loan of $45,000.00 in anticipation of taxes was received 
from York County Trust Co., as shown in receipts, in three install-
ments of $15,000.00 each, three notes ·given. Two of these notes 
1vere paid when due. The town being s;Iiort of funds the York Co. 
Tr. Co. kindly allowed us permission to defer payment of the third 
note till after the next to\vn meeting. $9000.00 was paid on prin4 
eipal and $75.00 interest was paid on this note leaving balance of 




Due ;from E state Sa·rah Jeffords, care and expense 
Due :fr,om Annie Gray .. 
$6~.oo 
14.25 
47.25 ·Due from Fred Allen, acct. bu;i-ial H. Allen, 1922 report 
Due from A. R. Goodwin, a-cct. 551 S. R. S. overpaid 
· · 1922 report . 8.00 
Due· from State, acct. animals killed by dogs, 1922 report 40.00 
Due .from Town Farm and timber lot 8,000.00 
Due 'from J. Rice, acct. Mrs. Rice helped by town, 1922 re-
port 
Due from B. & M. Brakeman, aect. aid to Mrs. Rich, 1922 
report 
. . ' 
.Due fropi Ruth Davis, acct. wood from Worthy Jo)tnson, 
1922 report 
Due· from Lester Bragdon, acct. medical attendance Carrie 
Bragdon, 1922 report 
Due from Annette Robinson, acct. medical attendance 
Due. from Atla·ntic Shol!e R. R., acct. removing snow in 
1921 







Road Fund, 1922 report 124.80 


















































·. ' j 
~ 
Due from Jas. Poor, for board Nellie Poor, 1928 
report · $821.96 . 
1922 report 496.54 i· 
. . . . . 818.4~· .l 
· !dany ._o·~ . the above items ~f resom:ces. are .. ca:rri~ 9ver .. f;~m .a: .'.J 
number of years back. 'Theu- value lS questionable. . . . . ' 
. . . ' l 
. . 
Tax Titles : 
Bastain · 
Boyd or owner 
M. A. Clancy · 
J 'ames Casey 
George ·Durgin 
J. M. ·Ferrin or owner 
Augusta Gow.en 
Edith Harmon 
Wm. F. Ja:cbbs 
Rhoda Kimball · · · · 
Joseph Perron 
G. W. Philbrook 
Elizabeth Putnam 
Fred Roberts 
Mrs. A. L. Rogers 
Nicholas Staples 
Freda Wicher 
J. S. Burrows 
F. B. Flanders 
H. G. Nichols 












W. A._ Maguire 
Mary Verrill 
Frank West 













. . . . 
. . . j 
' . . ' 





15.17 ·' . . - J
8.87 I .17.~1 1 
24.62. ; 
• I ' 1 
.. 50.87 '. 
·. 5Q.87 ... 
. . ~ 
-· . ·., . :· . ·: ··1?.02 ·J 
.. 13.07 ·1 
.. 
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. . . 46:67 ~ 
. . •, ::· . . 8 .87 ·.~ 
. , ·. •261.71 11 
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Tax Titles for 1923: 
. 
Edward H. and ·Mary F . Hanscom 
Roscoe Morrill 
Chas. Perkins, heirs 
James S. Casey 
F. B. Flanders or owner 
Henry Allen 
Julia Bateman 
C. 0. Chamberlain 
M. A. Clancy 
Heirs Geo. Durgin 
H. Littlefield or owner 
J. D. Pheasanding 
Elizabeth Putnam 
·Joseph Perrin 
Mrs. A.. L. Rogers 
John Cumnock 







I sa·belle Stuart 
F . B. Flanders 
Sadir Z. Silver 
J. D. Pheasan-ding _ . 
Twambley OF O\\rner 
Wm. Lord or owner 
H. Littlefield or o\vner 
H·untress or owner 
U. Y. Filer 
~.Deeds of 1921: 
• b 
. 
' . i. 
•• 
' ~ ;, 
• 
E. A. Chamberlain 
·F. B. Flanders 
C. 0. Chamberlain 
Henry H. Stackpole 
John Cumnock 
i· · Clarence Landers 




McGibbon or owner 
~ Deeds of· 1920: 
McGibbon or owner 
, Henry Whitman 
1 
"· .J. 0 . Renneault · 





















































F. B. Flanders or owner 8.48 
Deeds of 1919: · 
Henry Whitman 
Julia Stennan 















1924 Town orders outstanding, 1616, 1611, 1610, 1562, 
1537, 1507, 1476, 1395, 1387, 1366, 226 89.1.4 
1923 Town orders outstanding 1,006.07 
1907, 1908, 1910, 1911, 1913, 19·15, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 
1922, and prior to 1907 as listed in report of .1923 1,037 .49 
1917 issue of bonds outstanding 15,000.0() 
1918 issue of 1bonds outstanding 2,500.00 
· 1921 issue of ·bonds outstanding 16,000.00 
1922 issue of bonds outstanding, High Scllool 8,000.00-
1922 issue of bonds outstanding, Refunding 17,000.00-
1922 issue of bonds outstanding, Ogunquit Sewer and .. 
Road 24,000.00 
Goodall Worsted Co., notes outstanding 14,000.0() 
S. Abbie Littlefield, note 011tstanding , 1,500.0C> 
York Co. Tr. Co., due Dec. f5, 1925, outstanding 5,000.00 








JOSEPH P. LITTLEFIELD, 
Treasurer • 
I have examined th 1 foregoing report ~of ·the Treasurer of the 
. . ' 
Town of Wells for the fiscal year of 19~4 and find it correct. · 
WILBUR F • . COUSENS, 


























C. G. F orresfer 
Fred Matthews 
J. .Mack Littlefield 












UNPAID T AX·ES 1924 
UNPAID TAXES 1923 
. ' I • ( • ' 























Ha·ving examined the books· and accounts of George R. Spiller, 
Collector of Tax~s 'for the Town of Wells; I find the same to be 
correct and the balance due the town to be $121.39 on the taxes 
co1nmitted to. him for collection: 
• I ' • •• (~ • i • ! ' . WILBUR F. COUSENS, 
, Februa·ry i 7th, 1925. · Auditor. 
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School · Report 
Sschool Committee 
GUY S. LITTLEFIELD 
I. H. STORER 
NELLIE L. LITTLEFIELD 
Su·perintendeht of Schools 
WALTER E. LANE 
Term expires 1925 
Term expires 1926 
Term expires 1927 
. Attendance Officers · 
SIDNEY LITTLEFIELD HARRY LITTLEFI1ELD 
School Calendar 
Winter Ter m ·····-·······-··········-····-· .. ·-····-·······-········Jan. 5, 1925-March 13, 1925 
Spring Term ·····-····················· .. ··-····-· .. ····-·-.... -.. March 30, 1925-J une 12, 192& 
Fa~l Term ..... _ .................................... ·-·-·······-·········· ... Sept. 8, 1925-Dec. 18, 1925 ... 
Winter Term ·····-················-·········· .. ·-·-····-·······-··Jan. 4, 1926-Mar. 12, 11926 
Holidays 
Feb 22 (observed Monday), April 19 (observed Monday), May 
30, Sept. 7 (Labor Day), Nov. 11 and Thanksgiving Day . 
. 
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
To the Superintending School Committee of the To,vn of Wells : 
I herewith submit for your consideration ·the annual report con- ' 
cerning the condition of the schools for the year ending January 1,-
• • 
1925. . . ~ 
TEACHERS ~ 
The names of all teachers serving in the to,vn, the length of " 
service, and salaries will be found in the statist ical r eport ,given' i 
at the end of the school report. · · · · '.I 
The losses among our teaching force for ~he past year 'vere A 
small a s compared with previous years . There was an exchange ~ 
of six teachers at the opening of th~ fall term of 1924. Two of ~ 
these had previou s experience in teaching and three were normal ·~ 
trained. ! 
My impressions of the teachers, the spirit of their endeavor, and 
' the character of their work are that they ·represent a corps of 
• 
f aithful and efficient educators, and that they are giving excellent 
service to the to,vn. . 
1 
Three teachers, Misses E thel Weymouth, Marion Kenist.on, a nd .. 
' Leona Sullivan attended summer school. Considering the heat ' . 
of summer and that teachers are often at this ·period of the · year· 
. . . . . ~ ' l 
59 
' ,... 
tired from their school activities, it is a commendable and praise-
worthy spirit that prompts them to spend time and money in spe-
·cia:l educational pursuits as a means of increasing techrucal effi-
ciency. It is anticipated that more of our teachers will take ad-
vantage of th·e summer term of training in 1925. It is logical and 
good business to offer promotions, or increases in salary to those 
. who so improve themselves. 
• 
The character of teaching in our Maine schools is destined to 
be improved, especially in the more rural sections of the state. 
In 1923, the state legislatur.e passed a bill requiring untrained 
t~achers to improve themselves educationally ·by attending sum-
·mer schools, or state normal schools. If this regulation is en-
f~rced it is reasonable to believe that within a shor.t ·period of 
years practically all members of our teaching force in the state 
of Maine will be classified as trained for their work. 
~ HE~LTH CONDITIONS 
~ .. Health conditions for the first of the school year were good. 
: Late in the fall term, many cases of chicken pox developed, inter-
:.fering somewhat vvith the school attendance. A medical e:Xamina-
;~tion was made of the children in ·each school during the yea?', 
r their condition catalogued, and parents not ified of defects to ·be 
f..~orrected. With the co~:re~~ion of such defects a s enlarged glands, 
i' tonsils) vision, e.tc., ·it has been observed in several instances that 
f~~hildren recover position in their classes and make ·better prog-
~·res~ . In a few ~cases warnings of defects needing .medical atten-
;~~i6n have been dis~·egarded· to the continued detriment of ·the chil-
l;· dren. May I urge that we cooperate with our physicians for the 
~.best welfare of our child1·en ?. 
('~ More attention is being given to the physical needs _of children 
~{ ~v1'iile at school, by endeavoring to correct and impro've such mat-l~ters as poor ·ventilation, ·inadequate distribution of hea~, ·.lighting, 
f; that it may be received from the rear and left sfde of the child, 
f;:also by providing a better type of seat and desk wh.en . piaking a 
t;;.new purchase. These things are carried out a s far a$ our funds 
t~ will allow. . . . :. . . . • : 
f. · . In several schools hot noon lunches are prepared wi~hoµt inter-
![~ter~n~e ~it.h ~h~ :e~lar woi·k. Mu,ch can be said of the b~nefits 
r1aer1ved fr~m ~~rv1ng hot lunches. It has b<::en found that children 
~ ~inpi·ove in·· ~~~I.th, and m8:intain a higher average in .work when it 
· 1s possible for them to obtain hot food at noon. 
Physical drills arid various exercises are given daily t o' ' improve 
'bodily development and stimulate correct growth. Health projects 






grounds. New health readers have been introduced especially. in 






SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT . ' . 
• 
Formerly the supply account has pi·ovided not only such sup- '. 
plies as pens, ink, p·aper, etc., but school furniture, maps, chemi- " 
cals for the high school, type\vriters and other appliances of a 
permanent nature. The State Depar~ment of: E ducation has · ruied 
that · the more permanent fixtures must henceforth be classed as . 
i·epairs, or at least not dra\vn from the Supply Account. This 1 
does not imply that the appropriation should be reduced as the ! 
needs for school suppiies each year are numerous. I t will be no- 1 
ticed that there is an overdrawn account for school material even 
though we have tried to keep within the appropriation and pur-
chased only necessary su·pplies. 
' . 
CONVEYANCE r ' 
Several conveyances. are suppo1·ted by the town to assist children < 
I 
who have long dist ances to travel in going to school, or to cen- i 
tralize schools. Of late, safety for pedestrians on our main high- ; 
ways has become a matter of grave concern especially for. little . 
child;i.·en who have a long distance to travel. With this situation ; 
in mind, a conveyance was allowed on the Sanford Road and to ·i 
fl 
Division 17 where there are a number of small children passing l 
along a road of heavy traffic. J 
We were fortunate this year in secui·ing the services of the Ken- :1 
nebunk, Ogunquit and Yor~ Bus to transport children to and f:tom ' 
school at W e·lls Corner. This conveyance has everything necessary · 
for comfort, protection and safety for pupils and is proving a l 
very satisfactor y means of transportation. It is hoped that it can ~ 
be maintained and operated through the most severe months of the . ~ 
\\Tinter season. ~ 
. REPAIRS . l 
Repairs a nd improvements col).templated, a year ago have been ~ 
carried 6ut, and even more accomplished than \Vas planned. ~ 
Shortly after the conclusion of the annual town meeting, it be- .~ 
·' 
ca.me evident that the hea:ting system in use at Div. 2 would be · 
absolutely inadequate and unhygienic for another season. , For a \1 
long time it had been necessary to force the heater in order to se-
cure any results, and in very cold and blustery weather, co~di- ~ 
tions in the. rooms we1·e unbearable. . T~e waste of fuel, failure 
' . . 
to obt~in warmth and c9nsequent. exposure to chi~dren and teach- · 
ers made .imperative the installation of a new ~eating system which 
has provided sufficient warmth. Ventilators ·have not been com- . 
61 
pleted,. or painted. 
paid in full. 
The bill for this improvement has not been 
The school house at Highpine \vas remodelled withjn, walls and. 
ceiling tinted, seats and desks va1·nished, new floor laid and four-
new windows added to increase the lighting in the room. · ~­
jacket of sheet iron \vas placed a-bout the box stove. This jacke~ 
not only protects children seated near the stove from the intense· 
heat, but e3ta;blishes a moving cur1·ent of air which insures mo1·e~ ­
even heating of the entire room. Ventilators were installed in the· 
toilets in compliance ~ith state i·eg-ulations. New slate bla"ck-·· 
• boards are needed for this school. • 
The school house at Division 12 was shingled on both ' sides~ 
The school hous~ at Division 16 \Vas shingled on both sides 'and 
.the windows and sashes drawn and painted. The school house at 
Division 10 was painted with two coats of Monarch white lead 
, 
paint, on the exterior, and within seats and desks were varnished, 
walls and ceiling tinted with several coats of muresco in a cream 
shade. Wainscotting and furniture were varnished. These im-
pi;ovements transformed the appearances of these buildings much 
to the delight of the pupils and teachers. 
At the high school building a one-inch galvanized pip~ wa~ 
laid five feet down, connecting the mains to the high school buii~7 
ing. This !literation ~ insures an adequate supply of water at all 
times for both high school and grammar school. ., . 
Cabinets to protect chemicals and physical a:pparatus were 
made twice their original size in order to properly care for the 
laboratory material. Th1·ee type\VTite1·s vvere renewed in accoi'O-
ance with a previous agreement to obtain a specia·l rate. A new 
and improved system of ·bookkeeping was introduced. The foun-
dations of both the high and gi·ammar school buildings were re- l 
graded and cemented wherever needed. Several othe1· . urgent 
minor repairs were made. A fe,v ne\V seats ·and desks were ·pu>:-
chased for the h · gh school and Ogunquit Village school. . 
Mueh can be done to improve the grounds about our schi>ol 
buildings. Special mention of the gi·ounds about the high .sehool. 
buil~ing will be found in Principal Larrabee's report. I believb 
the citizens' civic. pride sl~culd be sufficiently great to have set 
a side a sum of n1oney to be used. in g·rading the yard, banking t)te 
foundations of each school, and in building a substantial fence on 
the south side of the big~ school building. 
) . 
ESTIM·ATED SCHOOL · ·BUDGET 
· School Yea·r Ending 1926 





























































Increases in transportation 
·neficit for year 1925 
Deficit for 1926 (estimated) 
62 
Necessary appropriation for School Account 
T ext Books, necessary appropriation 
Supply Account, necessary appropriation 
Repair Account--Due an unpaid bill 
Heater at No. 2 
General and imperative small repairs 
Shingling Div. 2 and improving interior 
Painting Div. 12 inside and outside 
Improving basement at D'iv. 5 



















. Superintendenc~, necessary . appropriation 800.00 
High School Transportation, necessary appropriation 
(over 50 student~ receive) $1,200.00 or 1,500.00 
High School Graduation, necessary appropriation 100.00 
. _ Insurance, Flags and Water Rent, necessary app1~opriation 300.00 
M~dital Inspection, necessary appropr~ation · 300.00 
Averag·e rate of taxation in support of schools in the state: 
School Rate 1 Municipal Rate 
T o"vn of Wells .007 .042 
Average of State ' .011 .0·42 
• • 
In the town o;f Wells 26 per cent of money raised by taxation 
is expended in support of schools. In many towns 35 per. cent to 
50 per cent of money raised by taxation is required £01· ,support of 
schools. An examjnation of these facts .will s how .that in com-
parison with other towns Wells is not paying. an excessive •amount 
of_, money for its schools. , . · 
The appropriation recommended for sehools m this . estimated 
budget represents a. sum of money from . which both high and 
elementary teachers' salaries are paid, also fuel, janitors' wages, 
conveyance, and elementary tuitio.I). if any. One hundred dol-
lars more is asked for in the supply account· Since ·the' appropri-
ation for several years has seemed to be insufficient for this ex-












unpaid bill and carry out the needful repairs for the co1ning year .. 
Div. 12 has not been painted since the improvements several 
years ago. The wood is badly checked and should be painted vv ith 
. . .. 
two cqa~.~ for _ J?l~op~r p1~9~e.ct~on. . Som~ wor~ sJ:iould also be dor~e-
-0n the interior of. the school house. S·eve1;al · desks and seats must 
sooi:i b~ ... f~rnished · foi· Divisions 2 arid: 5 a~ ~ariy are \vearing out. · 
• ' • t • • • .. ,. 
Repairs .. and improvements. "fn the basement at ·Division 5 a1·e im-
. . . . . . 
per~tive . .. Nl;lmerous and urgent r epairs a1·e also needed for Divi-
. . . . . . . ' . . .. ... . . 
sions ,.61 7; J~, and · 9. 1;he wear and depreciation 'of school build-
.. ' . . . . 
ing·s is pethap~ ·gTeater than that . of any public buildings. We . 
must continually · i:efit · them to keep therrt in · co·ndition. 
HIGH SCHOOL 
• 
Each year the high school sho,vs an · increase in its enrollment, 
it being· necessa~·y_· Ja~t fall to insert fou,i:"ne:w seats. More young· 
people yearly are attending· secondary 'schools throughout the en-
, 
tire state. The commercial cour se has been strengthened some-
what by an improved bookkeeping· course ·arid a program of inten-
sive commercial work to be confined to the junior and senior 
year s. An atmosphei·e of business effi.cienc-y pervades the entire .. 
institution. · A detailed report of the high: school submitted by 
the principal · follows. 
- . GENERAL 
. 
Throughout .the. year there has been a general spirit of co-op-
e~ation and enthusiasm for improvement in the several depa1·t-
ments of school activities. In conclusion, I desire to extenef a 
word of thanks to you for your helpful' suggestions and support 
in carrying for\vatd ·the affairs of the schools during the yea1·. 
. . Respectfully suomitted, 
' 
WALTER E. LANE, 
' 
Superintendent of Schools. 
... 
: 
REPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL · 
Mr. Walter E. Lane, Super intendent of Schools: 
I hereby su·bmit' n:y ~eco:·, ({ ~.nnual report of the \vork of Wells . 
High School. · · ·· ~· · · . 
At the opening · of school in September, 1924, the1·e were en-
rolled 84 pupils·; ·of that nu·mber 33 were girls and 51 were boys.• 
The teaching force · ·1•emained ·the same · as that of t he p1·evious 
year, thereby. ·:facilitating dispa tch in getting underway, as all ' ., 
were familiaf ·with·' thei1· program of \vork, and the policy of th~1 
school. .. : ·· · · 
y· 






































• COURSE OF STUDY 
Although the course of study in all important respects remains 
th~ same this year as it did last, still, in a few details, changes 
have been made, which I believe are well w.orth explaining in 
tms report. Also, in order that parents of those pupils in school, 
and parents of those who contemplate High School, may have an 
opportunity to know just what we are offering, I am including a 

























*Alg. or Geom. 
E lect 1: 
*An. Hist. or 
Modern 






'>t:Chem. or Physics 
*Am. Hist. or 
1\1.odern 
* Alternating years. 
Com. Arith 
* Alg. or Geom. 
Third Year 
English 
Elect 3 : 
French 
*Am. History or 
Modern 
*Math. 
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*Am. Hist or 
Mod~rn 
French 







The first two years of all courses you will note, call for ap-
proximately the same w.ork, giving the same general foundation 
to all pupils up .to the Junior year. This does away with first 
year pupils making a selection of studies which in many instances 
in the past has proven to be an unsatisfactory one; in that, at 
the end of two years they have found that they have been study- · 
ing a line that they did not want. In the new program you will 
.note that commercial specialization does not begin until the Jun:.. 
ior year. By that time the student should kno\v whether he 
wishes the Classical, General or Commercial branches. 
EXPLANATION OF POINTS AND CREDITS 
The school year is divided into four ranking periods, each nine 
weeks in length. At the end of that time reports are mailed to all 
:parents. At the close of the fourth week of each quarter warn-
ings are mailed to the parents of those pupils whose work is in 
such a condition as to endanger their passing for the quarte.r . 
Each student is required to take four studies a year. These 
four studies, if sucessfully completed, will give the pupil sufficient 
points to graduate at the end of four years. No student should 
take more than the allotted f our, except under special circum-
stances. Such a program allows for three 40-minute study periods 
.e~ch day during school- hours. On this basis the a mount of home 
study should equal the amount of school study or on the average 
·of 120 minutes a day. · 
A subject taken five times a week for one year, a nd success-: 
fully completed, entitles that pupil to five credits towards gradua-
tion. (Typewriting is an exception to this rule, 2~ points being 
allowed.) Seventy-five credits are required for graduation, 20 of 
which must be in English . A student must successfully complete 
15 credits a year for class standing. 
MISCELLAN·EOUS 
The .publication known as the York County School News, I feel, 
.has been an asset to the school, as \vell a s to the county. Through 
it, opportunity has been offered for stu.dents to show their tal-
·ent in composition and ability in business. 
I feel that in passing, Athletics deserve to be mentioned. Cer-· 
tainly the physical side of school training cannot be overlooked. 
·To say what we can offer in a physical way for the benefit of the 
.High School student is of any great contribution, may rightly be 
questioned. However, the spirit and the interest shown by th~ 
boys in what 'little we are able to do in an athletic way is indeed 
gratifying to me, and I feel doubly repaid if better habits of. 
physical hygiene and mental discipline are thereby encourag-ed, 
/// 
' 









and that only, is the true measure of success. The girls also are 
having a limited oppo1·tunity for this same improvement. I wish 
. that more ample means might be offered, but our f acilities are as. 
favorable . as those found in most High Schools of this size. 
A system of rotating periods, whereby each subject occurs at a 
. . . 
different time each day, adds interest to the daily . program, and 
does away . with the monotony that found its way into the old sys-
tem. 
The Student Council, \vhich 'vas successfully organized and put 
into operation last year, is again giving to the students an oppor-
tunity to take charge of their own affairs to a certain extent , 
tl1ereby encouraging the expression of executive ability on the-
part of its members. -
Ag·ain tl1is year there is an organization of tl1e Camp F iTe· 
Girls and a Student Choir. Plans are under way, and I hope that 
they may be completed, for a Student Orchestra. 
SCHOOL GROUNDS 
A subject \vhich I approach some,vhat hesitatingly is one that. 
calls for tl1e improvement of the school grounds, thereby demand-
ing· the expenditure of money. I am not in a position t o recom-
mend a plan for r aising the money for this purpose or to outline· 
its cost. . wish only to call attention to the fact that there is a 
great need for improvement in this respect. The buildings are, from 
the standpoint of appearance, an asset to· the Town, and with 
these buildings should be a graded yard, vvith walks and drives 
const1·ucted. Students would gladly confine their activities to the: 
spacious property at t he rear, if ~9mething could be ·done in this 
direction. I find that practically all High Schools in York Count)' 
have their Hig·l1 School property graded. I feel that the returns. 
to the Town in civic improvement will be more than worth the in-
vestment. With a large amount. of traffic passing our building at 
lea,st eight months of the year, it seems that the Town, in no· 
better way can show tl1at it stands for community betterment. 
Again, to be in keeping with the residences nearby, and out of 
i·espect for their property the Town should make this school prop-
erty a beneficial neighbor, i·ather than one that detracts from the-
value of the adjoining homes. 
SUMMARY 
·· We l1ave a good school, a group of young people well deserving· 
of the money spent on them by the Town. We are creating· mor" 
. . 
and more a spirit of accomplishment , a spirit th~t is seeking-
those thing~ that are worthwhile. We are teaching to seek the 
truth, and to seek lrnowledge fo1· the practical help that it is go-· 
6'1 
ing to be later. We are not seeking a standard set by a variable 
marlcing system, but a standard set by the students themselves, 
which is nothing more or less tl1an "what is worth doing is worth 
<laing well," with a realization that "knowledge is power." 
I wish to thank citizens, school board and superintendent for 
their cooperation and support. 
Respectfully submitted, 
-H. PAUL LARRABEE. 
January 19, 1925. 
FINANCIAL REPORT-COMMON AND HIGH 
SCHOOLS 
Resources 
. Balance from 1924 
'Town appropriation, Common Scl1ools 
Town appropriation, High School 
.State School fund 
Tuition· Sanford 
. Overdraft 1925 
- -
Expenditures 
·Common Scl}ool Teachers' Salaries 
·High School Teachers' Salaries 
.J anitors, High School 
.Janitors, Elementary Schools 
.Fuel, Higl1 School 
.Fuel, Elementary Schools · 


















































Expended for Repairs a s follo,vs: 
At Division 14 
At Division 12 
At Division 16 
At Division 10 




Heater (part paid) 
.General, small repairs about the union 






















HIGH SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION 
Appropriation 
Expended 
Received from sale of books and junk 
TO CHECK WITH SELECTMEN 
Cash Balance $13.14 
Orders availa•ble for Jan. 1924, to apply on 
1925 report 2,037.76 
Sale of stove 10.00 
Orders from Selectmen 
'' . 
School expenditures for one year 





















i $250.00; I 









$9.89· ~ ~ ~ 
$27,441.2& 
\I 
' 25,227,501 I 
69 
Orders available for January, 1925, to apply 
on 1926 Report $2,213.75 · 
AUDITOR'S REPORT 
Gentlemen:-
! have this day exa;mined the accounts of Walter E. Lane, Su.;... 
perintendent of Schools, and' found the same to be correct with.. 
proper vouchers for the same. ~· 
Signed, WILBUR F. COUSENS, 
Auditor. 
Wells, Maine, Feb. 17, 19'25. 
ROLL OF HONOR 
Pupils N ()t Absent One-Half Day 
DIVISION NO. 2-Grammar 
Winter Term-Margaret Morrison, Sadie Strickland, Edward_ 
W 01·mwood, Conrad Colbath. 
Spr ing Term-William Freeman, Eva Wormwood, Edward. 
Wormwood,. Geor~ _Whiting. 
Fall Term- Rose Bridges, Ernest Stacy, Elizabeth Spaulding, 
Sadie Strickland, Conrad Colbath, Florence Hill. 
. DIVISI ON 2-Primary 
Winter Term-Donald Colbath, Jennie Kelley, Wa1lter Day •.. 
Craig I. Lane. ' 
Spring Term-Craig Lane, Marguerite Knight, Ross Worm-
wood, Alton Rowe. 




' ' Spring Term-Hyacinth Bachelder, Eleanor· Brown, Gerald Gi·b--
bons. 
Fall Term-.Hyacinth Bachelder, Gerald Gibbons. ( 
DIVISION 4 0 
Winter Term- Willard Hildreth, Edward Donnell, Elwyn ·Don-
nell. 
Spring Term-Paul Kimball, Edward Donnell. 
Fall Term-Clyde Fitzgerald, Hu·bert Scott, Arnold Scott. 
DIVISION 5-Grammar 
Winter Term- H·arold Weber, Emery Hutchins, Ruth Hand-
































Spring Term-Emery Hutchins, Ruth Handspicker, F1:ances 
Handspicker, Helen Perkins. 
Fall Term-Raymond Moore, Qeorge Smith, Blanche Hutchins, 
Clifford Perkins. 
DIVISION 5-Primary 
vVinter Term-Eugene Fitzgerald, Robert Weare, E sther Little-
·field, Edwin Littlefield. 
Spring Term-George Smith, Eugene Fitzgerald, Robert Weare, 
Norval Perkins, Evelyn Lord, Raymond Moore, Dorothy Nunan, 
Lorayne Moore, Esther Littlefield, Edwin Littlefield. 
Fall Term-Carolyn Hanscom, Margaret Hutchins, Martin 
Hutchins, Ed,vin Littlefield, Esther Littlefield, Evelyn Lord, 
Louise Mayo, Beatrice Perkins. 
DIVISION 6 
Winter Term-Elsie Littlefield, Howard ·Littlefield, Marjorie 
Stevens, Homer Stevens. 
Spring Term-Elsie Littlefield, Howard Littlefield, Marjorie 
Stevens. 
' 
Fall Term-Edna Hilton, Phi~ip Hilton, Howard Littlefield, Ho-
1ner Stevens, Marjorie Stevens. 
DIVISION 7 
vVinter and Fall Terms-None. 
Spring Term-Grace Cheney. 
DIVISION 8 
Winter Term-Lloyd Allen, Robert Allen, Clyde Bedell, Har-
'lan Bedell. 
Spring Term-Helen Bedell. 
Fall Term-Kenneth Hunt, Phyllis Hunt, Herbert Reeves, Ruth 
Reeves. 
DIVISION 9 
Winter Term-Ethel Ford, Edmund Littlefield. 
Spring Te1·m-Ray Chase, Richard Dustin, Ethel Ford, Clayton 
Johnson, Althea West, Eleanor West, Randolph West. 
Fall Term-Merle Chase, Robert Davis, Robert Littlefield, Ev-
··erett Penney, Linneus Penney. 
DIVISION 10 
Wjnter Term-~ne. 
Spring Term-Winfield Elwell, Sadie Hill. 
Fall Term-Winfield Elwell. 
DIVISION 12 
vVinter Term-None. 
Spring Term-Dorothy Simeoni. 












Winter Term-Katherine Matthews, Alice Matthews. 
I 
Spring Term-. David Simpson. 
fall Term-Mary Littlefield, Minetta Hawkes. 
DIVISION 16 
Winter Term-Helen Goodwin, Doris Gowen. 
Spring Term-None. 
Fall Term-Helen Goodwin, Doris Gowen, Norman Gowen, Don-
ald. Welcl1, Charles Thorndike, Louise Lawrence, Robert Mildram. 
DIVISION 17 
'i'ilinter Term-Marion Metcalf, Ruth Metcalf, Gladys Metcalf . 
and Paul Metcalf. 
Spring Term-None. 
HIGH SCHOOL 
Winter Term-Byron Adams, Clru.·a Bourne, Dexter Bradbury, . 
Donald Freeman, Elden Kimball, Helena Kimball, Chester Little-
field, George Littlefield. 
Spring Term-Clara Bourne, Dexter Bradbury, Donald Free-
man, Robert Hatcl1, Phyllis Johnson, Helena Kimball. 
Fall Term- Byron Adams, Gladys Bracy, Alice Bragg, Louise · 
Campbell, Alice Darling, Donald Freeman, Percy Gowen, Russell 
Guest, Elmer Henderson, Robert Kimball, Rosalie Littlefield, Carl--



































Marion Keniston, Grades 1-4 
Gertrude Parker, Grades 5-8 
Marion Waterhouse, Div. 3 
Doris B~jley, Div. 4 
Doris Stirrer, Div. 4 . 
Myrtle Ca·nipbell, Grades 5-8 
Ella Bailey, Grades 5-8 
Marcia Waterman, Grades 1-4 
Minnie Moore, Grades 1-4 
Grover Cheney, Div. 6 
Delora Parker, Div. 7 
Marietta Bourne, Div. 7 
Nellie Bedell, Div. 8 
Louise Gray, Div. 9 
Marie Hanson, Div. 9 
SCHOOL STATISTICAL REPORT 
Grade 
Winter Term 





<+-! Cl) ~ "t:i 
o~ rn ~ 
. ~ •. bh ci) .s 
0 t;;:.. 0 Q) > +> z;;;> z~ << 
10 32 26.9 $23 
10 28 25. 23 
10 22 18.3 22 
10 15 11. 15 
10 26 23.4 23 
10 29 26.6 23 
10 21 20. 20 
10 9 7.1 15 
10 13 11.8 1 ) 
10 23 19.2 20 
Spring Term 
"t:i • 
CM ~ ~ "t:i o~ Cl) ~ 
. ~ • "b.o ci) 2 
0 t;;:.. 0 <l> > +> z;;;> z~ << 
~ tr. 
~ g}, ~~ 
~~ 
11 34 27. 7 $23 
11 29 24.6 23 
11 23 21. 22 
11 20 16. 15 
11 27 24.8 23 
11 41 36.5 23 
11 20 18. 20 
11 9 8.3 15 
11 19 16. 15 
10 23 21.3 20 
Fall Term 
"t:i • 
'H ~ +> "t:i o~ Cl) ~ 
• ~ • "bh ~ 2 0 OQ,) ....-+> z~ z~ << 
>a Cl) ~ t, . ~ t';S 
~~ 
15 36 30.9 $23 
15 33 29.2 23 
15 24 21.9 23 
~ 
15 21 18.7 18 
15 36 31.2 23 
15 45 38. 
15 19 16. 
23 
20 
15 11 9.8 . 15 
15 21 18.6 . 18 
15 26 24.7 20 
-........, 
. 
'~· Faye Weeks, Div. 10 10 10 9.2 20 11 13 11. 20 15 15 13.2 20 
Leona Sullivan, Div. 12 . 10 19 15.9 20 11 20 16.3 20 
Cora Lovely, Div. 12 . 15 16 11.9 18 
Addie Forbes, Div. 14 10 14 11.7 20 11 16 13.7 20 
Leona Sullivan, Div. 14 15 19 17. 21 
Vernie Neily, Div. 16 10 12 11. 20 11 12 10.8 20 15 14 13.5 20 
' 
Minnie Kelley, Div. 17 10 16 14 . . 20 
Eleanor Bayley, Div. 17 11 18 11.7 15 Transported No. 2 
H. Paul Larrabee, High School 10 68 62.9 .55. 11 67 62.1 55 15 77 70.2 55 
Helen Pierce, High School 32 32 32 
Ethel Weymouth, High School 36 36 37 tj 
. 




~;; "; .. .. ... 
'14 
Report of Overseers of 
Ogunquit Village Corporation 
For 1924-1925 
Orders to the Treasurer were drawn in· favor of the following: 
·Order No. Name Amount 
1 Wm. R. Sedden 
2 Leslie W. Brooks 
3 C. H. Littlefield 
4 Grover S. Perkins 
5 J. A. Homer 
6 Kenneth W. Hutchins 
7 Nelson Perkins 
8 Wendell Phillips 
9 A. L. Moulton 
10 C. L~ Maxwell 
11 Cumberland Co. P. & L. Co. 
12 Palmer Perkins 
13 Fred C. Keene 
14 Old Elm Garage 
15 Cumberland Co. P. & L. 
.16 Roby P. Littlefield 
17 Maurice A. Littlefield 
18 C. H. Littlefield 
19 Mauxice A. Littlefield 
20 Cumber land Co. P. & L. Co. 
21 0. J. Campbell 
22 Geo. F. Dixon 
23 Goodale Dixon 
24 Wendell G. Phillips 
25 Edwards & Walker Co. 
26 Geo. H. Winn 
27 S. Topalian 
28 Loring Short & Harmon 
29 J. E. Hutchins & Son 
.30 E. D. Perkins 
31 Edgar Brooks 
32 Wm. Frisbee 
.33 Nelson Perkins 












































35 1.Geo. Winn 12.00· Ir 
36 · Palmer Perkins 24.00 
37 C. H. Littlefield 50.00 
38 Geo. Winn 23.50 
. 
39 Alfred Cheney 12.00 . I 
40 Palmer Perkins 18.00 i 
41 Wm. Frisbee 22.00 I 
42 Edgar Brooks 26.00 
43 Bert Perkins 22.00· . I 
~ I' 
44 Nelson Perkins 22.00 I • I 45 C. H. Littlefield 31.50· ( 
46 Oliver Starkey 16.00 
47 Geo. Dixon 40.00 
48 Haven Winn 8.00 
' 
49 North East Metal Culvert Co. 64.88· • 
50 Enoch Cousens & Sons 40.00 
51 G. W. Larrabee 18.75 
52 Libby & Johnson 13.21 
53 Palmer Perkins 12.00-
54 Wm. Fi·isbee 12.00 
55 Edgar Brooks 12.00 
56 Alfred Cheney· 8.00 
57 Bert Perkins 4.00· . 
58 Chester Ramsdell 6.00 
59 Clarence Ramsdell 6.00 
60 Joseph Homer 2.00 
61 C. H. Littlefield 81.00 
62 Geo. Winn 13.13 
63 Nelson Perkins 12.00· 
64 Joseph Homer 50.50 I 
65 Clarence Ramsdell 24.00· 
66 Chester Ramsdell 20.00 
67 Geo. Winn 84.50 
68 Wm. Frisbee 
-
24.00-
69 Nelson Perkins 24.00 
. 
70 Paimer Perkins 24.00 
71 Edgar Brooks 24.oo· 
72 Alfred Cheney 28.50· 
. 78 C. H-. Littlefield 82.00 
74 Frank Johnson 10.00 
75 Charles Stover 12.00 
'16 H. Hilton 
' 
40.00 
'17 Geo. Dixon 40.00· 
'18 Oliver Starkey 20.00· / . 
I / 
76 
19 Cumberland Co. P. & L. Co. 
· 80 Frank T. Rendall 
81 Enterprise Press 
. 82 E. P. Spinney 
83 C. H. Littlefield 
83a Wm. Frisbee 
84 Geo. Winn 
:g5 Nelson Perkins 
86 Chester Ramsdell 
87 Palmer Perkins 
. 88 Frank Johnson 
89 Edgar Brooks 
90 Alfred Cheney 
91 Clarence Ramsdell 
,192 Joseph Homer 
-93 Charles Stover 
94 Clarence Perkins 
95 Roland Maxwell 
96 Robie Construction Co. 
97 The Barrett Co. 
98 D. J. Campbell 
99 E. D. Perkins 
"100 G. W. Larraibee Co. 
101 Clarence Perkins 
·102 'Joseph Homer 
103 Edgar Brooks 
·104 Charles Stover 
1()5 Alfred Cheney 
106 Clarence Ramsdell 
"1.07 Chester Ramsdell 
:108 · Palmer Perkins 
109 Nelson Perkins 
110 Wm. Frisbee 
·111 Geo. Winn 
·112 C. H. Littlefield 
113 Nelson Perkins 
.114 Alfred Cheney 
.115 Edgar Brooks 
·116 Joseph Homer 
117 Clarence Perkins 
·118 Chester Ramsdell 
.119 Clarence Ramsdell 
.120 Charles Stover 














































122 C. H. Littlefield 
. ( -
123 Geo. Winn 
124 Wm. Frisbee 
125 Palmer Perkins 
.• 
. 77 
126 W. F. Cousens, Tr.eas. Publicity Bureau 
127 Edwards & Walker Co. 
128 E. D. Perkins 
129 Hartley H. Hilton 
130 Geo. F. Dixon 
131 John Emmett 
132 Nahum Boston 
133 Oliver Sta·rkey 
134 John E. Boston 
13n c. H. Littlefield 
136 Pa.Jmer Perkins 
137 AJ.fred C1heney 
138 Edgar Brooks 
139 Clarence Ra:msdell 
140 Chester Ramsdell 
141 Joseph Homer 
142 Clarence Perkins 
143 R. F. & J. W. Jacobs 
. _ ..... 
1·44 Geo. Winn 
·145 · Charles Stover 
146 Robie Construction ,Co. 
147 Chester E. Hilton 
148 Hartley H. Hilton 
149 John E. Boston 
1·50 Geo. F. Dixon 
151 Oliver Starkey 
152 Clarence Ramsdell 
153 Chester Ramsdell 
154 Charles Stover 
~55 R.F.&J.W.hc~s 
·156 C·larence Perkins 
157 Joseph Homer 
158 Nelson Perkins 
159 Wm. Fris•bee 
·160 Pa·lmer Perkins 
'161 Geo. Winn 
'162 C. H. Littlefield 
1163 Lester Perkins 
1164 Robie Construction Co. 























































• I . 
166 G. W. Larrabee Co. 
167 Hartley Hilton 
168 Oliver Starkey 
169 Geo. Dixon 
170 J ohn Eminett 
171 Nahum Boston 
172 Wm. Frisbee 
173 Nelson Perkins 
174 Pa-lmer Perkins 
175 C. H . Littlefield 
176 Wilmont Cray 
177 Charles Stover 
178 ·Grover Perkins 
-
179 Geo. Winn 
:180 Edgar Brooks 
181 Alfred Cheney 
182 Lester Perkins· 
183 - J oseph Homer 
184 Clarence Perkins 
185 J. w. & R. F. Jaeobs 
186 · Raymond Earl 
187 Alfred Cheney 
188 ·Wilmont Cray 
189 Nelson Perkins 
190 Edgar Brooks 
191 Joseph Homer 
192 Clarence Perkins 
193 Grover S. Perkins 
194 · Edward Guinard 
195 Geo. Winn 
1·96 Charles Stover 
197 C. H. Littlefield 
198 Wm. Frisbie 
199 Palmer Perkins 
200 Oliver Starkey 
201 Old Elm Garage 
202 George Dixon 
203 Ban Fole1 
204 J. Hartley Littlefield 
205 E. D. Perkins 
206 F. R. Brewster 
207 James Flaker, Jr. 
208 ' Wm. Mayo 































































; 210 Perley Jellison I 
211 Clarence Perkins 56.00 l 
• 212 Wm. Frisbie 13.00 l 
• 213 C. H. Littlefield 38.00 • . 
214 Joseph Homer 72.00 
215 Grover S. Perkins r 40.00 
216 Edgar Brooks 21.00 
217 Wilmont Cray 20.50 
218 Alfred Cheney 24.00 
219 Palmer Perkins .. 24.00 
220 Nelson Perkins 24.50 
221 Robie Construction Co. 1,000.00 
222 Edgar Brooks 4.00 
223 Grover S. Perkins 8.00 
224 C. H. Littlefield 30.00 
225 Wm. Frisbee 14.00 
226 Nelson Perkins 10.00 
227 Palmer Per~ins 14.00 
228 Maurice A. Littlefield 1.75 
229 Joseph Homer 24.00 230 C. H. Littlefield 25.00 
231 Wm. Frisbee 12:00 
232 - -Nelson J::>erkins 24.00 
233 Palmer Perkins 24.00 
234 Charles Stover 
' 20.00 
235 Dan Foley 125.00 
236 Cook, Everett and Pennell 8 .96 
237 Worthy J olmson 14.00 
238 E. T. Weare 39.90 
239 Wilbur F. Cousens 60.00 
240 J. W. Gordon 30.00 
241 M. S. Perkins 46.50 
242 A. E. Littlefield 45.00 
243 Henry L. Maxwell 15.00 2~4 Ray P. Hanscom 15.00 
245 W. F. Cousens 30.00 
246 F. S. Rollins 30.00 
247 E. R. Hoyt 37.20 
248 J. E. Hutchins & Son 12.00 
' 249 J. J. Sullivan 15.00 
250 E. D. Perkins 15.00 
251 Nellie F. Littlefield 30.00 ' . 
252 M. S. Perkins 15.00 . 
253 Ralph Freeman 12.00 
/ 1/ 
80 
254 Geo. Winn 
255 Charles Stover 
256 Joseph Homer 
257 Wm. Frisbee 
258 Nelson Perkins 
259 C. H. Littlefield 
260 Palmer Perkins ' 
261 Wm. Haley 
262 Raymond G. Earle 
263 S. J. Perkins 
264 W. M. Perkins 
265 Henry L. Max\vell 
266 Clifford Ramsdell 
267 W. F. Cousens, Treas. Publicity 'Bureau 
268 Moses Perkins 
269 C. H. Littlefield 
270 Geo. Winn 
271 Charles Stover 
272 Joseph Bo11•r 
273 Wm. Frisbee 
274 Nelson Perkins 
275 Palmer Perkins 
276 Ralph Freeman 
277 The Portland Co. 
278 Enoch Cousens & Sons 
279 Li1bby & Johnson 
- 280 Frank T. Rendall 
281 F. R. Brewster 
282 J. E. Hutchins & Son 
283 E. D. Perkins 
284 Daniel J. Foley 
285 John E. Boston 
286 Wm. Fris·bee 
287 Ralph Freeman 
288 Charles Stover 
289 C. H. Littlefield 
290 Nelson Perkins 
291 Geo. Winn 
292 Joseph Homer 
293 J 9seph Homer 
293 Palmer Perkins 
294 J. Hartley Littlefield 
- . 295 F. R. Brewster 
• I 296 Mr. Bartlett . 






















































Cumberland Co. P. & L. Co. . ~""" 398.T.J 297 
298 Robie Construction Co. • 4,soo·.oo I. 
·! · 87.00 I • 299 C. H. Littlefield 
' 
300 Palmer Perkins ~· 55.00 
301 Nelson Perkins 
., 10.00 
,. 
302 Joseph Homer ~·I 69:00 
303 Charles Stover 46.00 
304 Geo. Winn 37.00 
305 C. L. Maxwell ' ' 26:06 
306 Walter M. Pe1·kins ' ' 112.50 
307 York County Power Co. 2.80 
308 E. Corey & Co. lti.16 
• 
309 W. F. Cousens, Treas. Pu·blicity Bureau 350.00 
310 Geo. R. Varney 66.00 
311 Robert Richards 100.00 
312 Robie Construction Co. 1,000.00 
313 Harold Ramsdell 87.50 
314 Harry Perkins • 3.00 
315 M. G. Morse 9.85 
316 M. S. Perkins 6.00 
317 C. H. Littlefield 56.50 
318 Joseph Homer- · 43.00 
319 Geo. Winn 32.0() , 
320 Palmer Perkins 36.00 
' 
321 Maurice A. Littlefield 3.50 
822 Spaulding & , Deering .6.0() 
323 J. E. Hutchins & Son 5.45 
324 Ray P. Hanscom s2:10 
325 York County Trust Co. 186.50 
326 York Co. Trust Co. 100.0() 
327 Grover S. Perkins 100.00 
328 Lincoln Maxwell , 50.00-
329 Robert Richards 200.0() 
330 E. D. Perkins •169:62 
331 Cumber land Co. P. & L. Co. 226.61 
332 Chester Hilton 25.0() 
333 Cumberland Co. P. & L. do. 74.11 
334 Cook, Everett & Pennell 22.65 
335 Joel H. Perkins 38:2& 
336 C. L. Maxwell . 81.'55 
. 
337 James P. Poor 246.16 
338 Russell Hjlton 246.16 
339 The Portland Co. 84~0 





:341 Robie Construction Co. 
342 Perley Jellison 
.343 Fra'Ilk T. Rendall • 
344 0. W. Dwinal 
.345 vV. F. Cousens, Treas. Publicity Bureau 
, 346 Cumberland Co. P. & L. Co. 
-347 Fred A. Mayo 
.348 C. E . Hilton 
.349 Gordon Brewster 
.350 Lo\vell P. Brewster 
.351 Ar thu1· Perkins 
.352 Clarence Perkins 
.353 Chesley Perkins 
.354 Arthur Perkins 
.355 Clarence Perkins 
..356 Chester E . Hilton 
357 Pe1·ley Jellison 
~ .358 Joseph B. Clark 
·:359 Meredith Handspicker 
.360 Maurice Littlefield 
:361 ·Justin Jellison 
362 J oseph H omer 
.363 John A. Hill 
. 
·.364 Palmer Perkins 
.365 C. H. Littlefield 
.366 Old E lm Garage 
367 Cumberland Co. P. & L. Co. 
368 R. P. Littlefield 
.369 Harry A. Gowen 
-370 E sselyn G. Perkins 
· Total 
INC01\1E 1924·25 
-Cash from 1923-24 account 
.·cash from Town of Wells, gross amount due 
Cash from Firemen's Hall rentals 
Cash from Sewer Fees 
' 'Cash 'from Loans, Stearns Road 
Cash from Loans, Berwick Street 
Cash from Loans, Featherbed Lane 
' 















































Cash paid out as per orders 1924-25 $28,921.98: 
Deductions from gross amount due from Town of Wells 
On account of High School 
On account State Highway Maintenance 
On account ~ydrants , 
On account Fou1· Road and Sewer Bonds due 1924 
On account .Intere~t on above bonds, 1923 
On account Interest on aibove bonds, 1924 
Total 
Cash on hand Feb. 21, 1925 
Total 
LIABILITIES 
Geo. R. Varney, Fi1·eman's Hall Dept. 
E. T. W ea1·e, asphalt road notes 
W. F. Cousens, asphalt r oad notes 
Joseph W. Gordon, -asphalt road notes 
Moses S. Perkins, asphalt road notes 
Arthur E. Littlefieid, asphalt .road notes 
H·enry L. Max\vell, asphalt road notes 
S. J. Perkins, asphalt road notes 
Ray P. ·Hanscom, asphalt road notes 
F. S. Rollins, asphalt road notes 
E. R. Hoyt, asphalt road notes 
J. E. Hutchins & Son, asphalt road notes 
J. J. Sullivan, asphalt road notes 
E. D. Perkins, asphalt road notes 
Nellie F. Littlefield, asphalt road notes 
W. M. Pe1·kins, asphalt road notes 
Clifford Ramsdell, asphalt road notes 
Winaloe U. Stonehill~ asphalt road notes 
Russell W. Hilton, .asphalt road notes 
James P. Poor, asphalt road notes 
Frank T. Rendall, asphalt road notes 
Louisa M. Jacobs, asphalt road not.es 
W. Charle~ Littlefield, asphalt road notes 
Lyman C. Newell, aspha1lt road notes 
















































.Joseph A. Weare, asp4alt road notes 





T.own of Wells bonds for road and sewer in Ogun-
quit for which $4,000.00 and interest on ~tal are 
deducted from Gross Amount due Ogunquit from 
: ! Wells each year 24,000.00 
There \Vill be due on Stearns Road when completed as 
per contract 1,500.00 
(This will make an overdraft on the-account of this 
· road of $1,588.28) 
ASSETS 
N. P. M. Jacobs for calcium chlorid~ 
E. R. Hoyt for side walk 
State of Maine for spraying 
Sewer Fees J ohn W. J a~obs 
-· 
" 
F. Raymond Brewster 
L. R. Williams 
L. S. Weare 
N. P. M. Jacobs 
Clifford Ramsdell 
James E. Brewster 
Andrew Young. 
H. L. Merrill Hotel Co. 
Raymond Littlefield 
ROBY P . LITTLEFIELD, 
C. HERBERT LITTLEF·IELD, 















Overseers of the Ogunquit Village 
Corporation for 1924 . 
• 
. 
I have examined the Overseers' report and found it eorrect; 
C. L. MAXW!E·LL, 





February 21, 1925. ' 
'Overseers of Ogunquit Village Corporation:_ 
RESOURC.ES OF 1924-25. 
Cash to new account $1,953.38 
Apr. 16 J. P. Littlefield, ~ewer fee 33.50 
16 Reginald Jacobs, se,ve1· fee 30.00 
22 Russell Hutchins, sewer fee 30.00 
29 C. Hilton, hall rent 10.00 
May 3 Pocahontas rent, on acct. '23 33~33 
10 Dr. Walker, se\ver fee 25.00· 
19 Town of Wells, order 6,000.00-
June 28 David Littlefield, sewer fee 30.00 
28 W. W. Stonehill, Stearns Road note 2,000.00 
July 3 Russell Hilton, Berwick St. note 2,000.00 
3 James Poor, Berwick St. note 300.00 
3 Frank T. Rendall, Berwick St. note 500.00 
7 Louise Laboffee, hall rent 50.00 
18 Louise M. Jacobs, Stearns Rd. note 1,000.00 
19 W. C. Littlefi~ld, .Perkins Cove note 2,000.00 
.. 
21 Louise Laboffee, hall rent 50.00 
Aug. 7 Louise Laiboffee, hall rent 50.00 
18 Louise Laboffee; hall rent 50.00 , 
28 Louise Laiboffee, hall rent 25.00 
28 Lyman C. Ne,vhall, Stea1·ns Rd. note 500.00 
30 Thaddeus A. Walker, Stearns Rd. note 1,000.00 
Sept. 13 Town of Wells, order No. 117 4 3,000.00 
15 Town of Wells, order No. 1144 1,000.00 
19 Louise Laboffee, hall r~nt • 50.00 
19 Joseph Weare, Stearns Rd. note 2,000.00 
30 Town of Wells, order No. 1299 3,500.00 
Oct. 14 Albert G. Harding, sewer fee 25.00 
Dec. 18 J . B. & Carroll Clark, sewer fee 30.00 
18 Ogunquit Grainge, rent on per cent 33.00 
18 Angela R. Vedder, sewer fee 75.00 
23 Town of Wells, orde1· No. 1583 3,637.24 
1925 
Jan. 2 Ogunquit Grange, rent on per cent 33.33 
Feb. 17 W. F. Cousens, refund on insurance 40.00 
Total $31,093.78 















it' I ~ 
• 
86 
Total amount received 




Balance on hand $2,171.80 
Respeetfully submitted, 
ESS.ELYN G. PERKINS, 
· Treasurer. 
· Feb. 21st, 1925. 
I have examined the Treasurer's books, and find them correct.. 



























REPOR':r OF OVERSEERS OF OGUNQUIT VILLAGE 
CORPORATION FOR 1924-25 
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-. Berwick Street Road 22,41 3,600.00 4,374.83 774.83 
31 Publicity 1,000.00 1,002.80 102.80 
""' 
25 Agamenticus Road 300.00 288.00 12.00 \ 
\ 22 Ogunquit Heights 350.00 250.00 613.88 13.88 
16 Dixon's Road 800.00 818.12 18.12 
29 Beach Parking Place 300.00 450.00 150.00 
32 Lookout Hill . 3,500.00 3,608.44 
9,40 Indebtedness I 7,743.33 7,816.60 63.27 
Stea·rn's Road • ' 6,500.00 6,588.28 88.28 
44 Portsmouth Road Sidewalk . 500.00 494.15 5.85 
15 Weare's Bridge Rail 100.00 138.98 38.98 I Fea:ther bed Lane 2,000.00 1,994.33 5.67 
34 Su·rvey for Ledge Road Sewer 100.00 60.07 39.93 
33 Fill near R. C. Marsh's 100.00 50.00 50.00 
Sta~les' Drain 90.60 
Beach St. Septic Tank 425.02 . 125.00 491.96 
Perkins Cove Sidewalk 500.00 495.55 
--
Miscellaneous 286.99 
High School . 700.00 700.00 
State Highway Maintenance 139.80 139.80 
• 
- ... - -~ - ~-·-
-:- $ ~-~,,.-~-
• 
, .. - 90 
Wells Resident Tax List - 1924 
Abendroth, Frank $ 3.15 
Allen, Alton E. 23.60 
Elbridge J. 201.18 
Arthui· J. 3.36 
Andrew 193.20 
Freeman S. 61.95 
Charles 4.83 
Mrs.L. L. or owner 37.80 
Eaton W. 68.25 
Louise 0. 31.50 
Andrews, Trueman 12.60 
Annis, Janet 26.88 
Roscoe S. & Guy R. 2.10 
Roscoe S. 75.18 
Robert R. 3.15 
Peter W. 4.41 
Bailey, E. P. 45.78 
Bayley, Fred W. 89.04 
Baker, Chas . W. 25.20 
Mrs. J. W. 21.00 
Barker, Wilbm· H. 45.15 
& Littlefield 32.76 
Bates, Robert B. 14.70 
Bedell, Frank S. 31 .71 
Bennett, Lewis M. 6.51 
Boston, C. W. hrs. of 25.20 
Ernest A. 2.10 
S. G. 9.24 
Harry G. 13.65 




Bourne, J . A. Hrs. 54.60 
Moses A. 15.12 
Bragdon, Mary C. 29.40 
George L . or own. 209.16 
Roger S. 590.31 
Herbert 1.89 
Joshua L. 70.35 
Breasard, John 6.30 
Bra deen, N. R. 
Bro,vn, Augustus 





Bridges, B. S. 
Alice, Hrs. of 
Alonzo 





Batchelder, W. P. 
Blunt, Mrs. E. J. 
Brownell, S. P. 
Briggs, Harry 
Bradley, John 
Buckler, W. S. 
Buker, Lydia 
Burnham, George L. & 
Alice W . 
Burns, Mrs. Mathew, 
Hrs. of 
Buzzell, A. E . 
Brown, Wm. C. 
Barker, John 
Caine, Herbert J. 


































Colby, Wm. G. & E. I . . 
Littlefield 33.60 
Card, Emily N . 27 .30 ~ 
Wm. 4.62j· 
Carri.ans, John 7.56' ' 
Chadbou:i;ne, Isaiah 98.70.t 
Cheney, George & Grover 116.97.i 
Grover 41.6~ 
George F. & Hrs. 
~ Ralph M. 
I.;· Howard & Alfred 1·Chick, Joshua L. 
,f . Thomas A. 
~1 · Thomas A., Jr. 
; S. D., Hrs. of 









i Lizzie E. 
;\clarrage, Nellie i: M. R. 
~Clogston, Chas. M. 
ipheney, Lizzie 
(~o!bath, Ernest 
























;. Wm. G. & Austin 
~i R. Goodwin 4.20 it Raymond 23.60 
rCole, E. J. .. - -32.55 
· Collins, Wm. . 26.67 
KJrepeau, Mederic 1 .05 
. avis, Alta F. 37.80 
Mrs. James 67.20 
~. Mrs. Edgar or owner 8.40 
r1 Gorham S. 105 .. 21 ~ ~.._ Beatrice 4.62 
~. 
~ John M. 282.66 
~, Frank 26.25 
• 
9 Fred 1.05 
\~ay, Walter 20.16 
~ Harland 6.30 
~Dayley, M. 37.80 ~Drake, · Chas. K. 42.00 
·~insmore, J. W, 63.00 
\, 
~' Mabel B. 8.40 
~ustin, H·arry E. 38.01 
ll?yer, Chas. A. or owner 54.60 
fPavis, J ames A. 2.52 
t . Chas. 2.10 
iEaton, Henry 0. 60.69 r. 
// 
91 
Joseph D., Hrs. of 288.12 
Mrs. T. S. 29.40 
Eldridge, Edward ·s. 34.65 
Elwell, James 23.10 
Fenderson, Archie 66.15 
Geo. N . 64.05 
Fernald, F. E. 46.20 
Fitzgerald, Alice 60.90 
Flaker, James .42 
Forbes, Geo. E. 45.99 
Mrs. Geo. E. 2.10 
S. H. 115.50 
Silas & Ellen .84 
Ellen F. 18.06 
Ford, Albion 64.26 
Forrester, C. G. 2.31 
Foster, Frank A. 31.50 
Fuller, Fred A. 31.50 
Furbish, James 0. 27.30 
Mrs. J. C., Hrs. cf 7.35 
Freeman, M. M. 31.50 
Frol1ock, Sada F. 34.65 
Gamlin, William 2.73 
Gag-non, Frank 34.86 
Garland, Edmund 76.65 
Gerow, John 96.80 
Getc~1el, Lyman 36. 75 
Glen, Elizabeth B. 10.71 
Goodale, Enoch 58.80 
Edward C. 2.10 
George B. or owner 73.50 
Joseph E. 84.86 
Goodfry, Tessie H. or 
ovvner 50.40 
Goodvvin, Austin A. 65. 73 
Goodwin, Austin A 
and Perley 2.10 
Bertram G. 63.00 
w. J. & o. w. 
Clark Hrs. 6.30 
Mrs. J oseph 3.36 
Mrs. J. J. 49.35 
Leon 38.85 






E. J. M. 
Samuel, Hrs. of 
Wm. J. 
Gillett, J. M. 
Chas. 
Guest, Austin 
Go\ven, Chas. E. 
Chas. E. & J. M. 
Goodwin Hrs. 
Stephen. W., Hrs. 
of 
S. Willis 
Grant, Silas M. 
I 
Mrs. Silas M. 
Walter W. 
Gray, Mabel E. 
Mrs. Alice 
-~nnie 






Sylvester, Hrs. of 
Graves, Charles S. 
Gravelin, Wm. G. 
Green, J ohn 
Warren 
Edward 
Guest, Emma S. 
Guptil, Mrs. Susan A. 
H all, Albert F. 
Hammond, Vesta E. 
Hamilton, Geo. C. 
Hanscome, Edward H. 
Mary F. 
Hanson, Henry L. 
Fred 
Harendene, May 
Harding, Wm. C. 
Hatch, Albert H. 
& 












































Benjamin, Hrs. of 10.50 
I 
George W. 54.60 
George P., Hrs. of 20.16 
Ho\vard C. 6.30 
Ho\vard L., Hrs. of 10.50 I 
Ivory, Hrs. of 75.80 I 
I Judson 88.20 1 
Leander H., Hrs. of 2.10 
Luella F., Hrs. of 2.10 .. 
Hale, Alena 7.98 ! 
Higgins, Frank C. 113.4(}r 
Hill, Ellison 44.10 f. 
l John A. 140.70 I' 
Rollo W. 7.35 1· 
\¥m. C. 31.12'~ 
\¥m. G. 25.20 
Hilton, Allen 
Albert 
C. A. & H. P. 
C. A. & H. P. & 
Hrs. Tristram 
C. A. & H. P. & 
27.93·: 
8.40 





Hrs. F. W. .42·) 
Chandler E. 23.10.~ 
Clarence 19.11 ~ 
Chas. H. 87.15 c 
Benj . H., Hrs. of 1315 .03'~ 
George W., 2nd 9 .45~ 
George H. 11.55~ 
Hervey A. 127.25~ 
Ho,vard 31.0S"f 
Joseph, Hrs. of 92.60~ 
' J oseph & Tristram, l\ 
Hrs. of 38.85~ 
Joshua F. 83.58:~ 
Nahum & Hrs. E. t'i 
Moore · 14. 70~ 
Perley M. 4.20. 
Sarah 6.30~ 
Willie H. 25.20.·~ 
Eben 4.2<hV 
Humpherr, Harriette 33.6Qi 
Hatch, Will H. 2.10'. 
Hobbs, .E. Payson 27.09< 
Howard, Florence P. 16.80:~ 
Minnie or owner 37.80'~ 
~ 
" 
' - :i.i 
Howe, Ida M. 55.65 




J ohn F. 
















Frank E., Hrs. 
Harry 
Herbert 
Oscar J . 
0. J . & Son 
Wm., Hrs. of 
W. vVallace 
Hurd, Chas. F. 
Hutchins, Izetta 
Edward T. 
Hobbs, Mrs . C. H . 
Hobson, Hattie 
Ingram, Mrs. R. J. - -











J acobs, Susan E., Hrs. 16.80 
Jellison, Cora or O'\vner 18.48 
Willis or owner 10.50 
J~pson, Abram W. 42.00 
Oscar 14.70 
Johnson, Bert F. 5.25 
Raymond 3.36 
James F. 2.10 
Wm. H. 33.81 
Worthy 55.02 
Jones, Chas. E. 22.68 
Frank A. 43.47 
Reginald 4.20 
Alice R. 79.80 
Keyes, Arthur R. 10.50 
Kenney, Wm. M. 21.00 
Kennedy, Raymond 1.68 
Kimball, David, Hrs. of 25.20 
Elden 44.94 



























Lindsey, Priscilla, Hr s. of 69.30 
Littlefield, Albra, Hrs. of 63.00 
Alfred, H rs. of 39.90 
Mrs. A.lmira, Hrs. 
of 
Alpheus F. 










ver Cheney 1.26 
Augustus '/2~24 
Bur leigh E. 52.71 
Cora 229.11 
Chas. C. M. 121.17 
Chas. 0., Hrs. of 344.40 
Elizabeth Hrs. 46:20 
Everett 31.50 
Mrs. Geo. S. W. 50.40 
Geo. S. W. 9.Z4 
Geo. A. 27.30 
Geo. H . 285.38 
Geo. H. & Lester C. 1.89 
Geo. W. 46.41 · 
Mrs. Arthur W. 2.1·0 
H arry A. 9.45 
Herbert 532.98 · 
Henry B. 31.50 
Jeremiah S. 43.05 
John G. 134.40 
M erion 10.50 
, . 





Jos. H., J. Philip, 
Ocy, Grace G . 
& Robie P. 
Lewis L. 























Locke, Hannah B. 




82.74 Granville W. 
Haven E. & J. H. 
lVI ildra1n 
Stillman, Hrs. of 
Malone, Le\volly N . J. 
Marsh, Manchester 
Mathews~ Mrs. Ethel 






Hrs. of 105.84 






McDuffie, Le\vis H. 50.40 
Marshall, Alice 10.50 
Magee, Frank or owner 13.65 
McFa1·land, Wm. 12.60 
McKay, Mary E., Hrs. of 35. 70 
Merchant, W. P. or owner 14.70 
·Merrill, John E. 34.23 
Merrifield, S. B., Hrs. of 78.54 
Metcalf, Chas. F. 12.18 
·Mildra1n, A. C. 131.04 
Chas. L. 53.76 
Georgia A., Hrs. of 54 .60 
Joseph H., Hrs. of 312.98 
Joseph H., Hrs. of 
& Hrs. Geo. Per-
kins 168.00 
IVIills, Horace S ., Hrs. of, 
& Hrs. Geo. Per-
kins 
Miller, Herbert T. 
Moores, Juliette P., Hrs. 
of 
Morrill, Roscoe 
Morse, Melvin G. 
1V101·rill, Geo. B. & 
B. 
Moody, Geo. H. 
Geo. vV. 
Moses 
fiirs . Hattie 
Morrill, George 
Moulton, Cleveland A. 
Henry 
Herbert L . 
Roy S. 
Roy S. & Mildred 
L. Spiller 










Noble, J. A. 
Nort.on, Arthur B. 
Jeremiah B., Hrs. 
of 
Narn1an, Ru th 
Osgood, Geo. E . 
Patterson, vVm. 









































Perkins, Aaron A. 
. Amos G. 
Chas., Hrs. of, or 
O\Vner 
.1..1eander, '.H1·s. of 
.Norton H., & Son 
s. J. 
vVm. D. 









Perfect, Leonard 2.10 
Hrs. Mrs. Leonard 5.25 
Perry, A. G. 105.42 
Phillips, Geo. A. 52.08 
Geo. E., H r s. of 39.90 
Mabel 46.20 
vValter 10.50 
Pierce, Erman or O\\rner 15.75 
Pike, Carl A . 18.90 
P ine Tree Sanitarium 
Association 
Pitts, Wm. H. 
Wm. H . & Milbury 
- -
Freeman 
l\1rs. T. S. 
. 
Pope, Chas. 0 ., Hrs. of 
H enry A., Hrs. of 
Henry A., Hrs. of, 
& Hrs. W . . S. 
Wells 
Wm. Aug;ustine 
· P lummer, J. 0. 
Potter, C. H. 
Pooler, J oseph 
Perkins, Roy 
Rand, D. E . 
Rankin, F reeman E. 
John, Hrs. of 
Leslie V. 
Reando, Mrs. Lydia 































Robinson, Lydia E . or 
owner 
· Ro\ve, Amy E. 
Lois 
Russell, Mrs. G. G. 
Rosinstien, Rosie or 
o-vvner 
Reeves, J ohn 
Sargent, Geo. E. 
Savag·e, H. W. 
Sa,vyer, Francis vV. 
J a1nes E . 
SaY\vard, Frank E . 
Seavey, Herbert A·. & 
Ethel M . 
Se\reg11ey, Frank 
Sha-vv, Lillia B. 
William E. 
\;'\r il lie 
Sherburne, Fred W. 




Sippel, John H . 
Sihermy, Frank 
Smitl1, A~na M. 
Albert H . 
Chas. 




Snell, L::: urence 
Snow, Elizabeth 
Will 
Spaulding, W. P. 
Spille-r, Chas. F. 
George 
Stacy, Ida M 











































• Staples, Moses W. 24.57 
Stetson, Geo. E. or owner 30.66 
Stevens, A. A. 
Abbie 0. 
John R. 
L. A., Hrs. of 
















Store1·, Mrs. Doris M. 
I saac H. 





S. M. or owner 
W. E. 
Studley, Mrs. E. B. 
Elizabeth 
Edwin B. 














J. A., Hrs. of 




Chas. H. 106.05 
S\veetsir, Abbie S. 18.90 
T aylor, C. J. 3'5.49 
Tibbetts, Arthur 25.20 
c. w. 159.60 
Lizzle E. 84.00 
Edward 4.20 




Tripp, Wm. M. 















w. c . 
Herbert 
Wakefield, Geo. W. 
Watson, Ed\vard 
Weeks. Frank D. 
Welch, Charles 
Jefferson 





Wells, Mrs . Annie 
B. F., Hrs. of 
Herbert T. 
J ohn L., Hrs. of 
Leonard 
Wm. S., Hrs. of & 






West, Chas . H. 
Chas. H. & Emma 
L. Jones 
Frank L. 





































Whiting, A. A. 
Williams, Daniel, Hrs. of 
George 
James D. 
Lucius or owner 
Samuel 
Warren E. 


































,.-Wilson, Hugh · 68.67 
Winn, Albert J., Hrs. of 167.37 
··wissell, J. P., Hrs . . of 11.76 
. Wood, H. P. 58.80 
·wormwood, Archie H. l!0.50 






















· w el·ls Non-Resident TaxEist-1924 
. .Abbott, John E. $ 50.40 
Mary L. 35.70 
.Al·len, Arthur 3.15 
Alonzo 8 .40 
Beu1lah .84 
Chester 126.00 
Hen·ry P .- 1.05 
Herbert R. 21.00 
, Thomas J. 6.30 
:.Annis, J. E. 5-.25 
• 
" Theodosia, Hrs . of _ , 6.30 
( Mercy &- Sa:ra:h , .42 
iArmstein, Lewis 65.10 ~Arshouet, Josepl1 · 31.50 f~Atlantic Shore Line R.R. 1.05 
;Austin, J. G. & F. G. Hobbs 8.40 
i, M. Flora . · 8.40 
;·Avery, Mrs. S. C. G. 58.80 
"Bacon, Geo. or owner 25.20 
:·-Basti-a:n 50.40 
-~ateman, J·ulia J. 71.40 
"Barker, Ca-roline 48.30 
-' Ba:rtlett, Ja:mes W. 28·5.60 
~ Batchelder, A. Fred 50.40 
Geo. A. 113.4'0 
Wm. ' 92.40 
. Barnes, W. 0 . 50.40 
"Bean, Elbridge 50.40 
-.Bedell, Wm., Hrs. of · 27.93 





Harry G. 56. 7'0 
Henrietta · 13.86 





Berry, Idella :R. 
Beunk, Fred ~· ;~-
Bissard, J ohn 
Blanchai·d, Stephen D. 
Blanchette, Georg·e 
Blaisdell, Frank 
Black & Pol;Iard 
Bolduc, L. G. or O\vn 
Bo:st0n, Lester C . 
Bowden, John or owner 
Bowman, W. M. · 
Boyd or owner 
·Brackett, Joseph 
. Bragdon·, Mabel 
Brackett Box Co. 
Brackett, Eben 
Brierly, F reema-n W. 
Brophy, Mary A. 





Bryant, G. A. · &. Mary ·T. 
Burnham, Mrs. Etta 
Burtt, Chas. A . 
Butler, W. H. 
Bassett, Fred 
Brown, John 











































Cates, E1neline R. 42.00 
ChadbCJurne, Charles 21.00 
Chamberlain; C. 0 . 25.20 
J. B. 35.70 
Chasse, Alfred N. 2.10 
Cheney, Oren 121.80 
Chi~, A. Harry ·23.10 
George E. 2.10 
Mrs. Everett H. 12:60 
Cheney, Mrs . . John 42.00 
Carson, Adelaide 44.10 
Cilley, Mrs. Ed. D. 25.20 
Clancey, M. A. hrs. of 8.40 
Clapp, Lottie M. 44.10 
Clark, Charles 6.30 
Chas. F. hrs. of 8.40 
F. 10.50 
Lester 31.50 
Mrs. Lester 8.40 
0 .W. hrs. of 10.50 
Samuel 2.10 
Chandler, Miss S. M. 12.60 
Clogston, Annice 27.30 
Cluff, C. H. 30.45 
Colcord, G. W. or owner 67.20 
Contive, Joseph 90.30 
Conturier, D .E . 50.40 
Connelly, M. R. or owner 8.40 
Conolly, May E . 4.20 
Cook, Thomas ·N. 113.40 
Cor~in, W. I . 73.50 
Cowell, Charles 16.80 
Charles S . 57.75 
Couture, Sophia 193.20 
Cram, Herman 8.40 
Crediford, John 15.75 
Crook, Ransom B . 44.10 
Cunniff, Margaret A. l2.60 
Churchill, Grace 84.00 
Currier, Frank W. ·& Mabel C. 
' 8.40 
Curtis. 0. E. 67.20 
Cutler, David 88.20 
Cummock, John 21.00 
Carpenter, Carrie Mills · 15.75 
Casey, James S. 2.10-
Damon, E. C. 23.10 
Davis, El1·oy 12.6(}-
Geo. H • 4200 
B. L . 25.20· 
Hiram 4.20 
Day, Bert 23.10 
Mrs. Flora A • 6.30-
Dayton, Byron & Nellie Tib-
betts 8.40 
DeReme, Josephine A. 37.80 
Demarias, J. Hermedes 69.30 
Dewyea, J. M. 29.40 
Diamond Match Co. 6.72. 
Douglas's, Susan 71.40 
Delgratta, Celia 6.30. 
Fred 6.30 
Do\v, Harold F . 8 .40 
Downie, George 12.60· 
Downs, Fred 100.80 
Harry 8.40 
Drapeau, Harris J. 10.50· 
Peter 29.40 
Drew, Harry .84-
J ohn or owner 12.60 
Dufort, Joseph 8.40-
Dunn, Leroy H. & Minnie E. 
Dunnaris, Samuel 
Durgin, Geo. hrs. of 
Dutch, Chester 










Dyer, Frank H. or owner 
Dione, Peter 
Eaton, Wm. H. 
Eckert, Valentine 
Edwards, Arthur R . 
Elliot, George A 
Emery, George G. 
w. o. 
Emmons, Charles 
Eugley, Arthur B. 
Emery, Mrs. Lillia H. 












.Farr~ng, I. S. 48.30 
·Fenderson, Wm .C. 1.26 
.Ferrier, J. M. or owner 4.20 
.Field, George A. 44.10 
.Fish, Dr. 63.00 
Fessenden, Pauline 12.60 
Fogg, Newell T. 109.20 
.Folsom, Frank 19.95 
Mrs. Henry J .. 10.50 
Fontier, Frank 39.90 
Forbes, Vander 10.50 
Forsyth, Wm. 67.20 
Fredette, Chas . 4.20 
F rost, Chester A. or own 18.90 
Fulsom, Mrs. Della 92.40 
Furbish, Chas. D. 18 .90 
Furlong, Wm. H. 35.70 
Foster, Bertha 29 .40 
Gowen, Augusta L . 12.60 
Goodwin & Fello\VS 92.40 
Gagnon, F. J. 42.00 
Lucy 10.50 
Garnsey, A. E. 96.60 
Fred & Julia 16.~0 
Garvin, E. F . 12.60 
Gay, Verton 23.10 
Gibbons, Bessie & Barbara E. 
Hilton 14.70 
Gilbert, Napoleon 113.40 
·Gillis, Linwood C. 27.30 
Gilchrist, P. L . 23.10 
·Gilman, H·ayson hrs. of 289.80 
·Goodwin, Adelphia 18.90 
c. w. 138.60 
Elberto T. hrs of 92.40 
· George A. 88.20 
Delia 25.20 
Mrs. Abbie 42.00 
Joseph A. 15.12 
' Syrenus 7.98 
W. H 4.20 
Wa:lter 14.70. 
'Gordella, Cornelle 0. · 12.~0 
~orham, Archibald & Ma·ry E 
29.40 
Gowen, M. M. 86.10 
Grant, Aleck 31.50 
s .c. 9.24 
Gray, Alanson 31.50 
Perley 16.80 
Gulf Refining Co 29.60 
Guptill, Mrs. Chester 52..50 
Lewis A. 43.05 
Samuel · ·E. 43.05 
S. E. & Son 42.00 
Haigh, John 10.50 
Haines, Matilda P. 155 . 40 
Hall, Eve1·ett 29.40 
Frank 16.80 
Mrs . Jennie M. 8.40 
Mary & N. S. Austin 
Phillip 
Walter C. 
Haloran, Mr s. Harriet L. 
Harmon, Edith R. 
Hanson, Chas. A . 
Rev. L . H . 
Harding, George 
Hart , Mrs. L. or o'vner 
H aseltine, Sherman 
Hanson, Fred 





Hardy, Marion C. 
Hayes, John A. 






















Hill, ·Mrs . Willis 
Hilling, Wm. H. 





Mrs. Martha · S. 
Hobbs, Geo. S. 
·. H. P., H.rs .of 
· Walte;r H. 
W. H. 




















Holt, Ira W. 
Hogan, Alice 
Horn, Mrs. Jessie 
Horsch, Mrs. C. H. 
Howga te, J ohn E. 
James 
Hoyden, H. A. 
Huntress, L. M. 
Hull, Clara J . 










Knight, Mrs. Frallk 
Kepping, Berthing 
Lo\ve, Elmer 
Larrabee, Geo. W. 
Lawrence, Geneva 
Lawson, Martha S. 
Leirando, Bessie I. 






Chas. 0. & S. 
lings 
Still-
Le\vis, L. L. 
Litchfield, F. S. 















Hussey, A. M. 
James 
S. B. 




I sland Ledge Casino Co. 
Jacobs, Wm. F. 
Wm. F. 
Jackson, G. E. 
Jarvin & Cl1ase 





Joy, L . E. 
Joyal, Georginia 
Jordan, Samuel S. 
Jones, Mary F. 




Kenney, Wellington A. 
Klark, Gladys 
... 
Kimball, H . H. & A. C. 



































C. & M. 
E. I. 














J onas, Hr s. of 
J . Elmer 
. 
& J ones 


























Lothrops, Ernest A. 
MacRay, Dr. Colin H. 
Mansfield, Ward C. 
Marsh, Mrs. L . . E. 













33.60 · i 




'' . . L; Mathews, Chas., Hrs. of 212.10 









Mathes, J . R. 
McCann, Florence 
McCol:lum, A. G. 
McCrellis, H omer 
Mccorrison, J. 0. 
McDaniels, Fra·nk 
McElvvain, W. L. 
Mcintire, Raymond 
McLaughtin, · Frank 




McLean, Mrs. Bertha M. 
McMan, Mrs Nellie 
~cMa·nis, P. J. or owner 
McPhail, Andrew H. 
Mellor, Chas . 
·Merrill, Jennie 
Minnette, And:re'v 
Meade, J ames 
McKichne, Archie 
Morin, Peter _ . 
Mitch~ll, Samuel J. 
Morrell, L izzie 
Robert 
Moulton·, ~eatrice 
Ellen M:. A. 
Morse, George 
M u~rphy, Chas. E. 
Jennie · 
Mitchell, Mrs . Eben A. 
Nason, C·has. E. 
G:uy 
Neal, Edward A. 
Noel, Albert 
Nolette, Fr-a.ncois X. 
Nelson, Ema.nuel 
Nichols, Faith Emery 
Now ell, Edwa.rd 
George FI. 
Norma;n, S. :L. 
Nutter, Lela.nd J . 
w. s. 




































J oseph 33.6(). 
Parsons, George, Hrs . of 210.00 
Miss Llewellyn 
Miss Frances N. · 
Robert 
Patrick,. John W. 
Pease, Gertrude 
Perkins, M1·s. Austin G. 
B. F. 




Kate B . 
Mary A. 
· Thomas A. 
Perron, Joseph 
Wm. 
Philbrook, Mrs. Geo. W. 
Picl~les, Albert H. 
Pi11kington, Hugh 
Plante, M. H. E. 
Plaisted·, Eugene 
Potter, A. B. 
Pooler, Grace 
Pouf.iot, Ovid 
P oulson, C . W. 
Powers, C. H . 
Powell, Peter 
Prescott, N. J . 
Preston, C. E . 
Provincia, Peter 
Prue, F red 
' Putnam, Elizabeth 
\.Vm. F . 
Pou1ios, J . G. or owner 
Pol·liot, R . G. 
Quimby, Ed. G. or owner 


















































Ray, John 60.90 
Reed, Montgomery & Car-
lisle 46.20 
Richardson, Asa _i:\. 63.00 
Richard, Albert 31.50 
Ricker, C. E . 25.20 
Ridley, John B. ' 23.10 
Roberts, Ethel M. 4.20 
Mrs. Chas. 96 .GJ 
Fred H., Hrs. of 126.00 
Wm. H. 8.40 
Robetaille, E. J. & C. B. 
Thurber 12.60 
Robinson, David & Leona 8.40 
Rogers, Mrs. A. L. 37.80 
Royce, E. D. 49.35 
Ross, Will 48.30 
Rouseau, Alfred 165.90 
Russell, Ansile 29.40 
Mrs. Eva T . 8.40 
Trafton 12.60 
W. B. 3. 
J ohn B. 2.10 
Runnells, George 252.00 
Robinson, Chas. 4.20 
Roberts, J. H. & J. R. 262.50 
Seavey, Ralph .84 
Samuel C. 21 .00 
. Seaman, T. A. 14.70 
Shaffer, E. or O\vner 10.50 
Myron & Josephine 27 .30 
Shanahan, Lillian 23.lQ 
Sheriden, George W. 113.40 
· Sherbourne, M. N. 8.40 
"Shorey, Rose D. & F. E. 8.40 
:·Sheshia , Alfred 21 .00 
. Skillings, George 67 .20 
.Sm·all, Ralph C. 39.90 
Ho\.vard 6.30 
;.Smith, Ohas. F. 33.60 
Dundas S. 63.00 
Daniel L. or owner 71.40 
. Joe 15.75 
:.Sn~w, Wilfred I. 21.00 
Soule, George 
Spencer, George 
Spinney, N. H. 
Spooner, Abbie S. 
Standard Oil Co. 
Staples, Mrs. Jennie 
H. E. 
Nicholas 
Ste\vart, Emma S. 
Jeannette 
Stevens, 0. R. 
Stockman, J oseph 
Storer, Hartly G. 
Stone, Herbert A. 
E. R. 
Straw, Zattae L. 
Shaw, Daniel or owner 
Strever, Lester 
Strout, Allen F. 
Studley, Ira or owner 
Sudgen, Seth 




Taylor, Mrs . Nettie M. 
Mrs. Nettie M. & 
Fannie Spofford 
Th~yer, Edgar or owner 
L. K . 































Thompson, Mrs. John W. 46.20 
Joseph 231.00 
Tibbetts, Everett 14.53 
Mrs. J. Everett 33.60 
Jason 102.90 
Emma 39.90 
Moses H. 16.80 
Arthur 42.00 
Tier~ey, Wm. E. 
Tirrel, Herbert 









Tydol Gas Co. 





Vezean, E. V. 
V ezea, Doria 
'-
Vatter, Lucy 
Wallingford, Mrs. Ralph 
c. 
Wallace, Chas. E. 
Wadleigh, J. C. 
Wakefield, Howard, & 
Chas. Bowdoin 
W arbuton, G. B. & B. U. 
Weare, Henry W. & Les-
ter A. Staples 

































Mrs. Leon C. 
Wightman, May J. 
White, Edward or owner 
Whitehouse, Martin 
Hrs. Chas. S. 
Ellen 








\¥ise, Alta C. 
Woodman, C. H. · 
Woodward, F. R. 
Worster, Chas. F. 
Wells Beacl1 Imp. Co. 
















Ogunquit Resident Tax List-1924. 
Adams, B. F., Hrs. of 
Geo. A., Hrs. of 
Oren 
Lowell 
Bangs, John Kendrick, 
Hrs. of 
Bat~helder, Willis 
Berry, Mrs. A. J. 
Bernard, Andrew or 
owner 
Bickford, Mrs. Grace 
Boston, Nahum 
Herman D • 
Bourne, Annie M. 
Joseph 
Moses A. 
Bragg, . Mrs. Warren' 

























· Warren A. 
Burnett, Dana 
Bernard, Kiem 
Camp, Susa11 E. 
Campbell, Daniel J. 
Card, H. B. & Barbara 
Chapman, Frank 
Clark, Joseph B. 
Clogston, Andrew 



























·Cousens, W. F. 159.60 
Ma1·y M. 62. 79 
Crotty, E. H . 11.76 
Davis, Ada 7.35 
Davol, J . B. or O\vner 630.00 
Dexter, Samuel 10.50 
Dixon, Geo. F. & Son 53.55 
Lizzie R. 4.20 
Woodbury, Hrs. of 113.40 
Emmons, John 3.51 
Far\vell, W. I ., Hrs. of 98.91 
Field, Hamilton E., Hrs. 
of 466.20 
Frisby, Laura 23.10 
Freeman, Ralph 42.00 
Fernald, Laui·ence 5.46 
George, Fred N. 21.00 
Gleason, Geo. N. or 
O\vner 
Mrs. George N. 
Gordon, Joseph W. 
Goss, 'Chas. S. 
. Greene, Rose E. 
Grant, Sadie M. 
Gleason, Marie J . 
Haley, Benoni 
Hall, Leon E. 
Hammond, Mrs. M. 
·Hanscom, Mrs. Ray 
Ray 
Harbor Cove Co. 
'Hilton, Benj., Hrs. of . 















H. A. 2.52 
Hervey 4. 9 .87 
Hervey A. & Viola 31.50 
Russell W. 119. 70 
Holden, Abby 58.80 
H ooper, E . F. 71.40 
"Hoyt, E. R. 1,228.50 
H owletts, Effie 54.60 
1Iutchins, J . E. & Son 54.60 





J ohn W. 









N. P. M. or owner 
1,824.27 
Reginald F. 4.20 
Jellison, Justin 33.60 
Perley 48.30 
Keene, Mabel 80 .01 
Kemp, Fred 37.80 
Knight, Edward E. 178.50 
Krinsky, Simon 1.26 
Littlefield, Arthur E. 52.50 
C. Herbert 82.95 
Mrs. S. C. 46.20 
John 2.31 
David M. 250.11 
Mrs. James H. 67 .20 
Geo. H . 102.90 
Lincoln C. 109.20 
Raymond C. 39.90 
Geo. S. & Lester C. 8.40 
Lester C. 6 .30 
H annah M. 46.20 
Walter H. 18.90 
Geo. W., Hrs. of 84.00 
Jeremiah S. 6.30 
Joseph H ., Est. 418.11 
Roby 207.90 
Nellie F. 273.42 
Ocy 122.22 
J. Philip 195.30 
Grace G. 112.35 
Moses F. 69.30 
Winnie C. 84.00 
Hartly 7 .35 
Lord, Everett 37.80 
Marsh, Marrietta 105.00 
Max"rell, Alexander, 
Hrs. of 
Maxwell, Chas. L. 
























Moody, Geo. H. 
Moore, Chas. 

















Merrill, Mrs . Olive 
Nichols, R. G. C. 
Northway, Wm. P. 
Ogunquit Highlands 
Parody, Joseph 
Parsons, Samuel, Hrs. 




Hrs . of 33 .60 
Chas. F. 37.80 
Chas. L. 172.20 
Chas. H. 46.20 
- -
E . . Dana 332.01 
Elias A. 147.00 
Mrs. E sther M. 50.40 
Fred E. 60.48 
Frank L., Hrs. of 117.60 
Herbert M. 23.10 
Grover S. 305.55 
Sidney 31.50 
Daniel W. Hrs. of 71.40 
Palmer 31.50 
Walter M. 625.80 
J ames M., Hrs. of 130.20 
Mrs. Ava 77.70 
Joel H. 267.75 
0. W. or owner 52.50 
Leonard G. 23.10 
Moses S. 639.03 
Nelson E. 31.50 
Mrs. John A. 50.40 
Samuel J. 407.40 
Wm. H. 124.32 
Orison: 6.30 
Phillips, Theodore, Hrs. of 14. 70 
Theodore 40.95-· 
Wendall 72.45 
Poor, James 73.50 
Ramsdell, Clifford 43.47. 
W. A., Hrs. of 16.80 
Randall, Frank T. 111.30 
Grace 42.00 
Seavey, Henry J. 69.30 
Sedan, Edith 50.40· 
Shaw, Mrs. A. W. 222.60 
Shor ey, Iy.Irs. Edna 81.90 
Smith, Mrs. Susie 46.20 
Smith, Geo. A. 4.20-· 
Wm. W. 103.95 
Staples, Lester A. 989.52 
Stevens, Lester C. 4.20 · 
Mrs. Geo. F. 4.20 
S. R. 39.90 
Stover , Hattie B. 33.60 
Chas. 1.05 
Ta1fords, Florence & Jose-
phine or owner 184.80 
Tibbetts, John, Hrs. of 12.60 · 
Thompson, Geo., Hrs. of 214.20 
Thomas, Geo. 107.l<t 
Topolian, Mrs. Caroline ·102.90 
Underhill, Dr~ 6.30 · 
Verrill, Mary S. 229.11 
Vedder, Angelia R. 148.05-
W eare, Edward T. 148.05 
Luther S. 58.80 
Bertha L. 113.40 
Olive J., Hrs. of 205.80 
Mrs. Luther S. 222.60 ' 
Whitlock, Mrs. Andrew 
Williams, L. R. 
Woodbury, Chas. H. 
David 













Ogunquit Non-Resident - 1924 
Adams, Daniel S. $ 96.60 
_Aldrich, Edith 29.40 
Allen, Mrs. Annie 0. 604.00 
Ammedon, D. C., Hrs . of 50.40 
.Andrew, Alice or owner 4.20 
Austin, Chas. 27.30 
A. & P. Store 42.00 
Bates, Wm. N. 214.20 
:Beadle, Frederick, Hrs. 
of 
.Bishop, Miss Anna 
Boston, Geo. C. 
Bracy, 0. R. 
Brazer, Norman 
Ralph F. 
Brooks, Mrs. Nellie 
-Burr<'ws, J. S. 
_ampbell, Mrs. J. M. 
Casey, James S. 












Childs, Dudley R. 147.00 
,.Choate, Augusta 88.20 
--Chottorton, Frederick & 
May 
· Coast of Maine Co. 
·-Coe, Mrs. Mary B. 
·-Coleman, Mrs. E. W. 
Collidge, Paul 
Christhilf, Cathrine M. 
·Davis, Caroline B. 
"Dole, Nathan Haskeli 
Dearbourn, Myra 
-Durke, Rouland 
Earle, Mrs. James L., 
Hrs. of 
.. Edgerly, John W. 
~llicott, Nancy P. 
·Evans, T. S. 

















~Flanders, F. B. or ·owner 4.20 
Fox, Mrs. Kate E. 117 .60 
Grossman, E. B. 205.80 
Gulf Refining Co. 3.57 
Hacker, Henry M. 84.00 
Hill, Mrs. Francis S. 134.40 
Francis T. 25.20 
Hinkley, H. F. 84.00 
Hopkins, Walter B. 96.60 
Ho,ve, Mrs. Jennie B. 29.40 
Huttin, Mrs. Annie 79.80 
Hoyt, Mrs. Marie 42.00 
Chas. C., Est. of 2,142.00 
Jenny, Catherine 25.20 
Johnson, Mrs . F. B. 125.54 
Joy, Rose 4.20 
Kilpatrick, R. H. 4.20 
Ketcham, Susan M. 117 .60 
Kelley, Edith 58.80 
Kennedy, Mabel M., Ma-
son, Edna H., 
Sallie B & Kath-
erine Tullock 
Knapp, Elizabeth C. or 
owner 
Knight, Frank A., 
of, & Son 
Knight & Merrill 
Hrs. 
Kuhn, Walter H. 
Littlefield, Lester C., & 
Geo. M. Simpson 
31.50 
63.00 
180.60 I ., 
894.60 
33.60 
& D. Ware 63.00 
Aaron H. or owner 25.20 
Alfred 4.20 
Wm. B. 428.40 
Lincoln, Sarah G. 113.40 
M t E H 88.20 ars on, . . 




Merrill, Mrs. Oliver 
Harriett 
H. L. 




-'ll t- . 






Mason, Edna H. &(' Ma-
bel Mason Ken-
nedy 940.80 
Mickerson, John 6.30 
Nealy, Walter N. 32.76 
Newhall, Lyman C. 125.16 
Nowell, Dr. 247.80 
Nichols" H. G. 132.30 
Nicl1ols Dry GQods Co. 42.00 
O'Cornor, B. D., or owner 56.70 
Orchard, Everett E. 6.30 
Peabody, Mrs. L. L. 71.40 
Peck, Edith W. 67.20 




Ramsdell, Geo. A. 
Raynes, Harry, Hrs. of 
Richardson, M. G. 
Ricker, Rosa E .. 
Rollins, F. 
Ruggles, F. J.. - : · 
Sa:ff ord, A. T. or owner 
Sanborn & Co. 
Severence, Mrs. Jose-
phine 
Simmonds, Clara L. 
Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth 
w. 
Mrs. Geo. F. 
Spencer, Frank 
Standard Oil Co. 

























Stonehill, Mrs. Mabel 
Stearns 
Stoner, Mi·s. Elsie 
Suffern, Mrs. Elsie M. 
Sullivan, Mrs. Amelia 
John J. 
Stearns, Minot 
Stevens, J. E. 
Taggart, Lucy 
Tibbetts, Cl1as. W. 
Tufts, Mrs. Etta J. 
TUllock, Katherine S. 
Tupper, Wm. M. 
Vedder, Mrs. A. R. 
Vose, H. or owner 
Walch, Mrs. Robert 
Warren, Mrs. Hattie 
Walker, I~ne . 
Ware, Mrs. E. S. 
Mrs. E. T: 
Weare, Henry W. 
Webber, Albert P. 
Wheeler, Mrs. E. S. 
West, R. George 
Whitcomb, Alice G. 
White, Frances 
Whiteside, Clara W. 
Whiting, F. A., Hrs. of 
Williams, Alvin E. 
.. Georgia C. 
Williamson, Ada C. 
Winn, Haven 
Wrightson, Clara E. 
York Light & Heat 
Utilities Co. 






































TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR BIRTHS 
FOR THE YEAR 1924 
Jan. 12 To Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Fernald, a son, Maynard R. 
14 To Mr. and Mrs. Carrol H. Clark, a daughter, Juean 
Sabric. 
3 To Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Forrester, a daughter, Edith A. 
17 To Mr. and Mrs. Nelson P. Adams, a son, Richmon H. 
Feb. 3 To Mr. ana Mrs. Osca1· L. Jepson, a son, Donald R. 
1862 





Feb. 11 To Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Hilton, a son, Harold A., Jr. · 
6 To Mr. and Mrs. Or ison W. Perkins, a daug·hter, Mar-
guerite P. 
15 To Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Eaton, a daughter, Jose-
pl1ine L. 
26 To Mr. and Mrs. Burton Ford, a daughter. 
Mar. 4 To Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Stacy, a daughter, Barbara G. 
19 To Mr. and Mrs. Leon P. Hayes, a son, Arthru· E. 
Apr. 5 To Mr. and Mrs. Roy P. Moody, a son, Keith W. 
11 To Mr. and Mrs. Paul L. Perkins, a son, Paul L. 
21 To Mr. and lVIrs. Albert W. Galeucia, a son, Gordon E. 
1923 
·Nov. 11 To Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Littlefield, a daughter, 
Elizabeth L. 
1924 
May 28 To Mr. and M1·s. Andrevv J. Young, a daughter, Mildred 
Irene. 
June 18 To Mr. and Mrs. Fred F. Johnson, a son, F red Francis, 
J r. 
25 To Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Starkey, a son, Oliver B., Jr. 
30 To Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Gray, a son, Francis George. 
July 10 To Mr. and Mrs. Raymo11d I(ennedy, a ·daughter, Leona 
Irene. 
1922 
Mar. 22 To Mr. and Mrs. Artl1ur Roberge, a son, \¥ oodro\v Wil-
son. 
1924 
July 5 To Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stanley, a son, John Stanley. 
20 To Mr. 'and Mrs. Archie Hilton, a son, Austin R. 
20 To Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. York, a daughter, Barbara Mae. 











j 109 i 
~ ~Sept. 15 To Mr . and Mrs . -Loyd C. Phillips, a son, Nelson C. 
~ 19 To Mr. and Mr~. · Carl A. Pike, a son, Carl Allen, Jr. 
~ 20 To Mr. and Mrs . Fred· Matthews, a son, ----





23 To Mr. and Mrs: Roy M. Perkins, a daugl1ter, Eliza-
beth A . 
. 1878 
•• 
. · .. oct . 23 To Mr. and Mrs. Thadeus Allen, a so11, Freeman S. 
1924 
.. Nov. 7 To .Mr. and Mrs. John R .. Stevens, a son, Alden R. 
12 To Mr. and Mrs. Goodale A. Dixon, a daughter, Doris H. 
14 To Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Ramsdell, a daughter, Vir-
ginia Mae. 
20 To Mr. and M1·s. Melville Campbell, a daughter, Char-
lotte P. 
25 To Mr. and Mrs. Samuel N. Murray, a daughter, Ruth 
G. 
16 To Mr. and Mrs. AJbert F. Hale, a son, William F. 
, .Aug. 
22 To Mr. and Mts. Roger S. Bragdon, a son, Robert Gray. 
6 To Mr. and Mrs. William W. Card, a son, Raymond F. 
: 
. - ~ .. 
TOWN CLERK'S REPO.RT OF MARRIAGES 





John Scott of Derry, N. H., and Anna Gero'v of vVells. 
I 
~·.Jan. 19 Roy M. Perlcins and Lucy M. Snow of Wells. 
Lester C. Stevens and Alice L. Dixo11 of Wells. Feb. 9 
· 1Mar. 25 
· May 14 
Ralph M. Gray of vVells and Christine A. Welch of So. 
Ber\viclc 
Joseph P. Littlefield of vVells and lVIary A. Guptill of 
N.e\V buryport. 
14 Raymond Jenlcins of Durham, N. H., and Doris Willey 
of Newmarket, N. H .. 
31 Stephen W. Go\van and Ruth K. Whitlock of Wells. 
June 29 Samuel N. Murray and Susan I-Iutchins of Wells. 
' 29 Charles F . T1·afton of Yori<: and Maude Hilton of Well~. 








Robert J. Kane of Manchester, N. H., and Madaline Lar-~ 
kin of Wells. ,· 
15 Robert E. Annis of Wells and Louise Mellon of SanfordJ,~ 
19 Howard H. Hanson and Bernice Bonney of West Somer-•!: .· 
ville. 
27 Roy Guy Steere of No. Berwick and Dorene V. Roberts:!~ 
of Wells. I 
Aug. 1 Percey S. Duckworth of Lowell, Mass., and Katherine-~ 
Gallagher of Roxbury. 
1 
16 Hiram Larsen and Tressie L. Littlefield of Wells. L 
23 Clyde H. Steere of No. Berwick and Mary E . Gray of1 
I 
Wells. 
27 Edward G. Gaffery, Providence, R. I., and Helen E. Ar-1.i 




Robert E. Cady and Gladis M. Hilton of Wells. 
Leland Toby and Hazel Hilton of Wells. 
Albert R. l\1ayo of Wells and Sadie L. Boyd of So. Ber-
wick. 
6 Artl1ur J. Norton of Wells and Dorothy M. Clapp of~ 
Woburn, Mass. i. 
21 Fred H. Winn of Wells and Florence L. Berry of Mon-+· 
. 
mouth, Me. 
27 Louis Vogel of Boston and Ella Herring of Manchester,:~· 
' N. H. I 
3 Ross A. Wormwood of Wells and Beulah A. Carl of~ Al- '!". 
fred. !'. 
Oct. 
11 Henry J. Coughell of Peabody, Mass., and Loretta A .. 't 
Sullivan of Wells. .. 1' 
12 Frank A. Jones and Annie Littlefield of Wells. 1• 
21 Joseph H. Johnson and Pauline P. Maxwell of Wells. , 
Nov. 1 Jesse W. Junkins of West Kennebunk and Alice E.~ 
Ricker of Wells. ~ 
4 Russell M. Perkins and Beatrice M. Weare of Wells. . \· 
14 Reginald E. Jones and Virginia F. Darling of Wells. ' 
26 Lewis E. Sayward of Wells and Leona M. Sullivan of~ 
Scarboro, Me. 1, 
29 Waldo W. Chick and B. Far Weeks of Wells. h 
26 Alfred Stone of Dover, N. H., and Ella F. Bridges. of~ 
Wells. ~ 
.~ 
26 Raymond Murray and Sadie L. Mason of Wells. ~ 
29 George E. Sims of Canton, N. Y., and Carrie E. Ada.ms', 
of Wells. t1 






29 Roy N. Gray and Ruth Hilton of Wells . 
. Dec. 18 Leroy E. Boston of Wells and Sadie A. Finson of So .. 
Ber\vick. 
2 Eben \Vallace of Rochester, N. H., and Barabar L. 
Simpson of Wells. 
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT OF DEATHS 
FOR THE YEAR 1924 
1924 ~ Yrs. Mos. Dys. 
.Jan. 7 Mary S. Vernell 71 4 16 
20 Ca1·rie Jane Kimball 44 9 23 
19 Abbie 0. Mildram 79 5 2 
.Feb. 17 William W. Dixon 0 0 0 
6 Annie L. Perkins 64 0 15 
24 Hannah H. Barker 94 6 24 
Mar. 2 Jacob R. W issell 76 6 26 
4 Guy M. Durrell 31 1 15 
12 Jennie H. Turpin 52 4 27 
25 Hiram Tobey 85 3 24 
25 George F. Stevens 75 1 4 
28 Charles P. Card 
~ 
68 1 18 
:Feb. 20 Alpheus Welch 82 0 0 
.Apr. 16 Anna Hilton 58 0 20 
30 
. 
Martha A. Bradshaw 74 8 10 
. May 7 Lucine A. Luce 75 5 21 
10 Sabra Jane Clark 89 2 15 
16 Charles S. Littlefield 68 9 22 
26 Abbie Sargent 82 3 3 
.June 3 William L. Staples 56 8 18 
13 Lyman F. Getchell 72 1 15 
.July 1 Ernest A. Cracker 52 9 12 
1 Judson Bradshaw 64• ·6 9 
5 Delia Williams 87 8 10 
27 Emma B. Young 76 8 
' 24 John Stanley 19 
28 Everett L. Keene 3 5 8 
Aug. 5 Mary J. Ramsdell 50 "2 12 
11 Edward Lawless 25 6 9 
15 Thomas Smith 52 0 0 
29 Edward C. Peach 52 0 18 
·sept. s Jennie S. Mildram 76 1 2' 





Aug. 1 Eliza . A. Stuart 
• Sept.11 Ella T. Allen . 
13 Emily F. Storer 
29 Arthur W. DuVerger 
29 E stelle Du Verger 
23 I1·ene E stelle Adams 
July 26 Franconia K. Blake 
Sept.23 Peter W. Annis 
Oct. 3 Albion A. Ford 
10 Minnie L. Hatch 
19 Ma1·ia M. Merrill 
~ 
1 Carlton· H. Horning 
Nov. 8 Annie G. Thompson 
4 Almira Bridges 
21 William W. Gove 
18 Charles L. Perkins 
25 Elizabeth A. Mitchell 
Dec. 10 Lewis L. Littlefield 
18 Alice G. Marshall 
20 Caroline E. Dorrell 
21 Cla1·a J. Seavey 
10 Delia W. Stover 






























































For Annual Town Meeting. 
\ 
To Freeman E. Rankin, a constable of the Town of Wells, in· the 
County of York and State of Maine. 
GREETING: 
In the name of the State of Maine ·you are hereby required f.o. 
notify and warn the inhabitants of the said Town of Wells, quali-
fied by law, to vote in town affairs, to meet in the Town Hali, in 
said Town on Monday, the ninth day of March, A. D. 1925, at nine 
o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to act on the following ar-
ticles, to wit: 
- . 
First.-To choose a Moderator to preside at said meeting. 
Second.- To see if the Town will vote to have one or more Road 
· Commissioners. 
.. 
Third.-To choose a Town Clerk, three Selectmen, Assessors and 
Overseers of the Poor, Town Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, one 
member of the School Committee for three years, Auditor and 
other necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year. 
Fourth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote t.o raise 
for Support of Poor and other incidental town charge-s for the en-
suing year. 
Fifth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise 
for the support of Common Schools for the ensuing; yea:r .. 
• 
Sixth.-To see what sum of money the ' Town will vote to raisa 





· Seventh.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
:raise for supplies and apparatus for schools for the ensuing year. 
Eighth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise 
·for text books for schools for the ensuing year. 
Ninth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise 
1or· repairs of school houses for the ensuing year . 
Tenth.-To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of seven 
:hundred dollars ($700.00) for the Superintendence of its schools 
:for the ensuing year. 
Eleventh.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
:raise for the transportation of High School pupils for the ensu-
~ Jng year. 
Twelfth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to. 
raise for payment of expenses of High School graduation for the 
~nsuing year. 
'fhirteenth.-To see if the Town will raise a sum of money tq 
pay water r ent for its schools for the ensuing year. 
., 
Fourteenth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
raise for insurance on school buildings for the ensuing year. 
Fifteenth.-To see if the Town will vote to continue medical 
inspection in its schools and appropriate a sum of money to pay 
the expense of the same . 
• 
Sixteenth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
raise for the maintenance and repairs of high~ays, roads and 
bridges for the ensuing year. 
Seventeenth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote 
and raise to defray the expense of breaking down snow for the cur-










Eighteenth.-To see if the Town will vote Yes or No on· the 
question of appropr1atin~ and raising money neeessary to entitle 
the Town to State Aid as provided in section nineteen of Chapter 
twenty-five of the Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred and Sixteen. . 
. 
Nineteenth.-To see if the Town 'vill appropriate and raise the· 
sum of ten hundred and sixty-two dollars ($1,602.00) for the 
improvement of the section of the State Aid Road as outlined in 
the report of the State Highway Commission, in addition to the 
amount regularly raised for the care of ways, highways and 
bridges. The above amount being the maximum which the Town, 
is allowed to raise, under the provision of section eighteen, chap-
te1· twenty-five of the Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred and Six-
teen. 
· Twentieth.-To see what sum of money the Town wil vote to· 
raise to,vard the payment of indebtedness and interest. 
·- -T\venty-First.-To act on the petition of Emma L. Shaw and. 
eight others of the . A. Lincoln Relief Corps, No. 89. To see if. 
the Town will vote to raise the sum of two hundred dollars. 
($200.00) for the observance of Memorial Day. 
Twenty-Second.-To act on the petition of Fred W. Bayley. and· 
others, to see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) to be used as· prizes for· the Boys' and Girls' Agri-
cultural and Home Economics Club of the Town of Wells to be .:used'. 
in conjunction with the York County Farm Bureau. 
Twenty-Third.-To see if the Town will vote to maint-ain a 
Traffic Officer at Wells Corner beginning the Saturday before Me-
morial Day and continuing Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays 
until after Labor Day and raise a sum of money therefore. 
Twenty-Fourth.-To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum· 
of two thousand dollars ( $2,000.00) to meet the note due the Good-





Twenty-Fifth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
-raise for Hydrant RentaL 
• 
Twenty-Sixth.-To see what sum of money the Town will vote to 
raise to defray the expense of Street Lighting. 
Twenty-Seventh.-To see if the Town will vote to authorize the 
Selectmen to hire money in conjunction \Vith the Town Treasurer 
in ai1ticipation of taxes, at a rate not to exceed six per ctnt. 
Tvventy-Eighth.-To see 'if the Town will vote to raise the sum of 
five hundred thirty-nine dollars and fo1·ty cents (539.40) for the 
Town's share of the joint expense of tl1e State Highway. 
Twenty-Ninth.-To see if the To\vn \vill vote to raise the sum of 
four hundred and tvventy dollars ($420.00), the Town's share of 
the joint expense on the road leading to Sanford. 
Thirtieth.-To see it the Town will vote to raise the sum of 
three hundred and twenty-four dollars ($324.00), the Town's share 
of the joint expense on Sec.17, Merriland Ridge Road. 
Tl1irty-First.-To see what sum of inoney the Town will 
raise to pay the Ogunquit Village Corporation the amount due ., 
them the coming year from the Town of vVells. 
Thirty-Second.-To act on the petition of Charles Bridges and 
• 
twenty-one othe1·s, To see if the Town will fix the time in which 
clams may be taken within its limits, and the price for which the 
Municipal Officers may grant permits therefor. 
Tl1irty-Third.-To see if the Tovvn will_ co-operate in the control 
of White Pine Blister Rust, and raise a sum of inoney for th.e pur-
pose. 
Thirty-Fourth.-7'0 act on the petition of E. J. Allen and twenty 
others, To see if the Town will grant and vote to raise the sum of 
three hundred dollars ( $300.00), to be expended on ~he !iighway 
leading from the Jackson place at Merriland Ridge to the Sarg-ent 

















t_ ThiTty-F ifth.-To act on the petition of 0. J. Hubbar d and four-
~een others, To see if the Town will vote to purchase an electric-
J 
lighted semaphore to be placed in the square at Wells Corner , and 
also vote to instruct the Selectmen to have the pole and the drink-
fing fountain relocated, in order to better accommodate the traffic 
~t said corner, and vote to raise and appropriate a sum of money 
~herefor. 
r 
'f Thirty-Sixth.- To act on the petition of L. L. Kimball and twen-
, y-one others, To see if the Town will vote to allow the pupils of 
he High School and other schools in town, the use of the Town 
• 
. , all for basket ball and such other uses as the Town may designate, 
.r 
Jfree of charge. 
' 
• 
Tirty-Seventh.-To act on the petition of M. M. Freeman and 
~1 enty-two others, To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
:1riate the sum of five hundred dollars ( $500.00) to fill in, g1:ade 
• 
, nd seed in the grounds around the grammar and high school build-
'hgs at Wells Village, and- no\v the sa1ne shall be raised . 
. ' Thirty-Eighth.-To act on tl1e petition of George W. Hilton and 
, n otl1ers, To see if the Town vvill raise a sum of money for a hy-
!&rant to be installed on Post road, at or near the Iron Bridge (so 
called) Cozy Corner, near Geo. Hilton or Melvin Campbell. 
~J 
.f Thirty-Nintl1.-To act on the petition of A. W. Littlefield and 
~ine others, To see if the Tovvn will vote to tar the road from the 
;,. ldriclge Corner to Wells Beach and what sum of money to be 
. ~~ised for tJ1e same. 
-~ 
·. Fortieth.-To act on the petition of John A. Wentworth and nine 
. ~·thers, To see if the To\vn will vote that the Water Board be in-
~tructed to lay eight hund1·ed (800) feet of deep \vater main, south 
;,&rom Bourne Avenue on Ocean A venue and install the hydrant 
. at was ordered at last Town Meeting. 
' 
~ Forty-First.-To act on the petition of Emma L. Stewart and 
seventeen others,. To see if tl1e Town will vote to install Street 
rfights on Ocean A venue as far as wired. 






. Fo~ty-Second.-To see what sum of money the To\vn will vot,e 
raise and appropriate for advertising our natural resources, ad 
vantages and attractions, under the provisions of Chapter Four, 
Section fifty-nine of the Revised Statutes of Maine, the same to be 
expended by the Maine Development Association . 
. 
Forty-Third.-To see what sum of money the Town will gran 
and vote to raise, to comply with the order of the County Commis 
.sioners, viz., To build a concrete breakwat.er from the existin 
breakwate1· in front of the Bay View Stable thirteen hundred and 
fifty feet (1350) in a southerly direction along the water front · 
and also to straighten the highway from said Bay View stable t9 - s 
Abrams Corner, so called. 
Forty-Fourth.-To act on the petition of E. B. Studley~ an 
others, To see what sum of money the Town will grant and vote td 
' ! 
raise, to i·epair the bridge at Stevens Wharf on the Mile Road a 
Wells Beach. 
Forty-Fifth.-To act on the petition of Wm. U. Littlefield ~ an 
others, To see what sum of money the Town will grant and vote 
raise to repair the sidewalk at Bu:fi'um's Hill, so called. 
Forty-Sixth.-To act on the petition of F. W. Sherbourne an·· 
' 
.twenty-one others, To see if the Town will vot.e to purchase a com· 
'bination automobile fire truck and pumper, and raise and appr 
' . 
priate a sum of money therefor, and how said sum shall be raised 
Forty-Seventh.-To act on the petition of George P. Moody an 
others, To see i:f the Town will vote to buy 500 feet of hose for th 
Wells Beach :ijose Company and what sum of money to be raise 
for the same. 
Forty-Eighth.-To act on the petition of L. A. Wentworth an' 
thirteen others, To see if the Town will instruct the Moderator · · <.ro 
name a committee of three or more to investigate the working o , $ f 
the ''Town Manager Method" of conducting the municipal affa' · 













.. ~ in the State,, which are no\v. using the system, said cqmm.ittee to 
~· report to the Town at its Annual Town Meeting, March, 1926, as 





J Forty-Ninth.- To act on the petition of George S. Shaw and 
twelve others, To see if the Town wITT vote to raise $500 to repair l the road between Everett Littlefield's Corner and Dixon's Bridge, 
;1 and from Mr. Shaws Corner to Sherbourne's Bridge: · 
~; Fiftieth.- To see if the Town will authorize the Water District 
• 
H to continue the water main on Atlantic Avenue and install two more 
~ hydrants beyond Knob Hill, so called, also one between J. A. Hayes' 
?;· cottage and Mrs. C. 0. Littlefields and raise a sum of money for the 
1f )\same. Hydrants to be located by t he Wells Beach Hose Company. 
{ 1 Fifty-First.-To see what .action the Town will take on the re-
1.a>ort of the committee selected at the last special town meeting, to ,, ,~: report on the advisability of purchasing equipment for the breaking 
I
" ! 
:.down of snow. - - . ! : 1 at 1 ~ I . . :1 •• ~~ 
1 
ll Fifty-Second.- To see if the Town will vote to license all out of 
I 
. town peddlars selling anything but farm products, in this town. 
1 I: 
,\:: .'. Fifty-Third.-To se~ if the Town will grant and vote to raise a 
' 1. • 
·. 1~um of money to put a tar or oil binder on the upper Beach road, 






Fifty-Fourth.-To transact any other business that may legally 
> i come before said meeting. 
\ l . 
' I 
• 
! '; The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in session at 
[~their office in Wells, for the purpose of correcting the list of voters, 
. ton Ma·rch 7th, from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m., and on the day of the meet-
'. ling at 9 o'clock in the forenoon. 
,:It 
i : Hereof fail not to make due service of_ this warrant and a return 
~ •of your doings thereon, at the time and place of this meeting. 
' 
Given under our hands, this Twenty-Fifth Day of 
Nineteen Hundred and Twenty-Five. 
l . ~- -· .. 
-
' 
EDWl!T R. CLARK, 
JOEL H. PERKINS, 
FREEMAN S. ALLEN, 
Selectmen of Wells. · 
' 
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